2.7 Cheers for Miller Commission [Supplement] (Chester E. Finn Jr.), 06 Fall 3A, 4A

AARGG; Acronyms Are Rapidly Gaining Ground [Other Voices] (Todd Sallo), 00 Spr. 13, 14

AP: See Advanced Placement tests

academic audits, 99 Sum. 4; 99 Sum. 12–14 [Other Voices]

“Academic Audits”: American educators examine European practices (William Trombley), 99 Sum. 4. See also Other Voices, same issue 10, 11

Academic Decline at Cal State Fresno? Group for Quality Education identifies problems (William Trombley), 96 Spr. 5

academic freedom: and non-tenured professors [Other Voices], 05 Fall 12, 13; September 11, effect on [Other Voices], 03 Win. 11–13; [Other Voices] 04 Sum. 12–14; [Other Voices] 05 Sum. 10, 11; UC Berkeley and Novartis agreement, 99 Fall 1, 14–16

Academic Freedom and National Security; Do anti-terrorism measures go too far? [Other Voices] (Robert M. O’Neil), 04 Sum. 12–14

Academic Freedom and National Security; Anti-terrorism measures remain problematic for higher education [Other Voices] (Robert M. O’Neil), 05 Sum. 10, 11

Academic Humanists [Other Voices] (Charles Muscatine), 94 Spr. 10, 11

Academic Systems Corporation, 94 Spr. 7, 8

academic restructuring, [Other Voices] 95 Win. 10, 11

Access Denied: Low-income students are hit hardest by the latest round of tuition hikes and budget cuts [Other Voices] (David L. Kirp), 04 Win. 11, 12


accreditation: CA colleges, flaws in, 96 Spr. 15; CA colleges, new standards for, 94 Fall 5

Acevedo, Heli, on: interview with, 04 Win 3A [Supplement]
acronyms [Other Voices], 00 Spr. 13, 14

Adams, Michael, and UGA Foundation, University of Georgia, conflict between, 05 Sum. 1, 6, 7

*Addressing Higher Education Policy* (Patrick Callan), 97 Fall 7–10 [Supplement]

*Addressing Student Learning; With no common benchmarks, how do we know that students achieve?* (Judith Eaton), 01 Win. 4A [Supplement]

Adelman, Clifford, on: degree attainment [Other Voices], 98 Fall 11, 12; remedial education [Other Voices], 98 Sum. 11; See also remedial education

admissions: and affirmative action, replacement of, class rankings [Other Voices], 00 Spr. 11, 12; affirmative action, Texas 04 Win. 1, 15, 16; criteria of, potential changes to, and CA Master Plan for Higher Education, 94 Fall 1, 4; and CUNY, Spr. 05 1, 14–16; diversity and, 07 Win. 10, 11; freshman, 93 Fall 10; policies of [Other Voices], 02 Win. 13; 03 Fall 10, 11; and SAT II [Other Voices], 01 Fall 12, 13; Texas ten percent policy, 02 Sum. 1, 14–16; and UC Berkeley, process of, changes in [Other Voices], 96 Win. 10, 11; [Other Voices] 96 Spr. 19; policies, transfers, CSU and UC, 97 Win. 1, 20; UC Berkeley-University of California Los Angeles 1994, 95 Win. 6; UC increase in, decreased enrollment, 94 Fall 5; University of Georgia, black students and, 05 Win. 1, 15, 16

Advanced Placement courses: and CA minorities, 02 Spr. 1, 4, 5, 8; Dallas community and, 03 Spr. 8–10; increased emphasis on, 00 Sum. 1, 14–16; online [box], 00 Sum. 14

*Advanced Placement Online* [box], 00 Sum. 14

Advanced Placement (AP) tests: Dallas community and, 03 Spr. 8–10; Letters to the Editor, 00 Fall 4; Mojave High School, California minorities, 02 Spr. 1, 4, 5, 8; new emphasis on, 00 Sum. 1, 14–16; sample questions [box], 00 Sum. 16

Advisory Committee on Student Financial Assistance, Empty Promises report of, [Other Voices], 04 Fall 12, 13

affirmative action: replacement of, admissions and class rankings [Other Voices], 00 Spr. 11, 12; admissions policies [Other Voices] 03 Fall 10–11; CA changes in, access in wake of, 01 Fall 10, 11; Carnevale, Anthony on [Other Voices], 00 Spr. 10, 11; position on debate, Stanford president, 96 Win. 10, 11; pre-college outreach 00 Win. 7–9; state examples of [box], 98 Spr. 6; and Supreme Court [box], 98 Spr. 7; Texas ban on, new programs [box] 00 Win. 8; Texas, result of changes to, 02 Sum. 1, 14–16 and 04 Win. 1; 15–16; Texas substitute programs for, 99 Spr. 1, 5–8; 02 Sum. 1, 14–16; 06 Fall 6–8; UC Berkeley and UCLA, effort to ban, 98 Spr. 1, 6–8, 20; at UC, 95
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Spr. 1, 6–8; and UC Berkeley admissions process, changes in, [Other Voices], 96 Win. 10, 11; [Other Voices] 96 Spr. 19

*The Affirmative Action Debate: “Keeping open an avenue whereby the deserving and exceptional may rise through their own efforts” [Other Voices] (Gerhard Casper), 96 Win. 10, 11

Affirmative Action Debated at UC; Is it Fair? Will it Survive? (Carl Irving), 95 Spr. 1, 6–8. See also affirmative action

affordability: See tuition

Affordable Housing (Carl Irving) [box], 97 Win. 17

After Affirmative Action; Access, diversity and selective public institutions [Other Voices] (Rae Siporin), 01 Fall 10, 11. See also affirmative action

After Affirmative Action; Educational outreach programs help minority students onto the college track (Pamela Burdman), 00 Win. 7–9. See also affirmative action

After the Attacks; Traditionally liberal Macalester College wrestles with its conscience (Kathy Witkowsky), 02 Win. 1, 15, 16

After the Quake; Cal State Northridge Recovers From Disaster (William Trombley), 95 Win. 1, 12

Alcorn University, Mississippi, 1975 anti-segregation lawsuit and, 04 Sum. 9–11

Alexander, Doug, on: CA higher education, budget increase for, 95 Fall 17

All That Glitters (Kathy Witkowsky), 98 Win. 8–10

Alverno College, Wisconsin, 01 Spr. 9–11

Ambitious Agenda: Michael Crow has brought an entrepreneurial spirit to Arizona State University (Kathy Witkowsky), 04 Win. 6, 7, 10

Ambitious Reform Agenda; Restructuring in Virginia Higher Education (William Trombley), 95 Fall 1, 4–6

American Council on Education (ACE) Report, 98 Fall 6

An “Entrepreneurial” Way of Thinking; UNLV seeks to establish itself as a respected research institution (Anne Roark), 03 Spr. 6, 7, 10
An Essential Partnership; The need for cooperation between K–12 and higher education systems [Other Voices] (Kati Haycock), 98 Fall 10, 11

An Experiment in Florida; Gulf Coast University tries faculty contracts, no tenure (William Trombley), 99 Spr. 1, 8–10. See also Florida Gulf Coast University, 96 Fall 1, 5, 6

The Anti-Test Backlash: What Kinds of Changes Would Make Assessment Programs More Acceptable? [Other Voices] (Rebecca Zwick), 03 Fall 11, 12

Appleberry, James, on: higher education, future trends [Other Voices], 94 Win. 11

Application Madness; For many parents, the college admissions process leads to panic (Anne C. Roark), 04 Spr. 1, 6–8

Are Academic Audits the Answer? “Assessment movement” seeks to measure and improve student learning [Other Voices] (David Dill), 99 Sum. 12–14

Are Cal State Trustees Rushing to Judgment? (Joni Finney), 95 Fall 3. See also A Line in the Sand, same issue 1; remedial education

Arizona State University, on: transformation of, 04 Win. 6, 7, 10

Armstrong, Lloyd: and University of Southern California, fundraising for, 05 Sum. 3–5

The Articulation Puzzle [Other Voices] (Mick Holsclaw), 97 Win. 18, 19

Arvizu, Steven, on: CSU Fort Ord, 93 Fall 4; Fort Ord planning, 93 Fall 5; freshman enrollment, insistence on, 94 Spr. 6

Ashe, Kathleen: on Measuring Up 2000, 01 Win. 4A

Assessing the Impact of September 11; Is academic freedom in danger? [Other Voices] (Robert O’Neil), 03 Win. 11–13

Assessment Literacy [Other Voices] (Rebecca Zwick), 04 Fall 13, 14

Astin, Alexander, on: interview, higher education, responsibilities of, 00 Win. 2, 3; remedial education, civic responsibility and [Other Voices], 98 Sum. 12, 13. See also remedial education

Athabasca University, Canada, distance learning at, 01 Fall 1, 14–16

athletics, vs. academics, 04 Win. 1, 8–10; vs. academics, Emory University, Georgia, 03 Win. 3–5
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Atkinson, Richard, and: UC Presidency, challenges of, 95 Fall 3; 96 Win. 6

Atwell, Robert, on: college presidents and higher education policy [Other Voices], 02 Win. 12, 13; higher education, external pressures on [Other Voices], 93 Spr. 7, 8; Florida’s public university system, Board of Governors for, 06 Fall 11–13; Commission on the Future of Higher Education, report of, 06 Fall 1A, 2A; higher education values [Other Voices], 96 Spr. 16; interview, higher education needs vs. offerings, 96 Fall 2, 3; presidential pay [Other Voices], 04 Sum. 12

A Babel of Standards; Students face a confusing array of tests and assessments [Other Voices] (Michael Kirst), 99 Fall 11

Back to Basics (Patrick Callan editorial), 94 Spr. 3

Back to the ‘60s; University of Arizona tries a familiar experiment in higher education (William Trombley), 96 Fall 7, 8. See also “Tidal Wave II”

Bakersfield High School, California, and Advanced Placement, CA minorities, 02 Spr. 1, 4, 5, 8

Baliles, Gerald, on: interview, academic presidencies, shared governance, 97 Win. 2, 6; politics and higher education, [Other Voices], 97 Fall 11

Barat College’s “Strategic Alliance”; Financially troubled small school merges with DePaul University (Kathy Witkowsky), 01 Sum. 5, 6, 9

Battling the Past; Michigan’s governor emphasizes education to move the state beyond its industrial roots (Carl Irving), 05 Win. 3, 4, 7

Bateson, Gregory: and UC Board of Regents [box], 95 Fall 11 [Supplement]

beagles, UC Davis research with, [California Notes], 95 Win. 8

Bemidji State University, Minnesota, 99 Win. 8, 9

Bennington College, Vermont, 02 Sum. 3, 4, 7

Berea College, Kentucky, 04 Sum. 1, 5, 6

Beyers, Bob, on: campuses, marketing on, 98 Sum. 1, 4–6; college news bureaus and marketing [box], 98 Sum. 5

Big Marketers on Campus; What happened to news? (Bob Beyers), 98 Sum. 1, 4–6

blue ribbon commissions: CA higher education, study of [California Notes], 96 Fall 11; on higher education [box], 98 Spr. 5
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Blue-Ribbon Commissions Across the Nation [box] (William Doyle), 98 Spr. 5

Board and Chancellor Move to Decentralize the 22-Campus System (William Trombley), 96 Spr. 7–14 [Supplement]

A Board Risks Irrelevancy [Other Voices] (Harold Enarson), 94 Fall 10

Boggs, George, on: CA community colleges, process versus outcome, 95 Spr. 10, 11. See also A State of Emergency, 95 Win. 4

Bok, Derek: interview with, on: higher education, commercialization of, 03 Sum. 2, 3

A Bold Proposal; Increasing college access without spending more money [Other Voices] (Donald E. Heller), 04 Fall 12, 13

Bourdon, Terri, on: Virginia Tech, Math Emporium of, 05 Win. 5, 6

Bowen, Frank, on: Californians, college opportunities for, 93 Fall 1, 9

Bowie State University and the “Effectiveness and Efficiency” campaign, 06 Spr. 1, 15, 16

Brady, Hugh, on: University College Dublin, 07 Win. 14–17

Brain Gain 2010, 05 Win. 1, 10, 11

Brand, Miles, on: higher education costs, Oregon, 94 Fall 6, 7

Breneman, David, on: California higher education, public, emergency state of, 95 Win. 1, 4; Commission on the Future of Higher Education, report of [Supplement], 06 Fall 2A; higher education, declining access to [Other Voices], 03 Spr. 11, 12; National Commission on Cost of Higher Education (NCCHE), Report of, 98 Spr. 12

Bricks and Mortar? Illinois Board of Higher Education proposes a new “University Center” [box], 98 Fall 14

Bringing a Miracle to Life? Plans for Cal State Monterey Bay Still Vague (William Trombley), 94 Spr. 6. See also under CSU

Bringing “Dropouts” Back to College: The University of New Mexico’s Graduation Project is the first of its kind among the nation’s public universities (Robert A. Jones) 04 Spr. 4, 5, 11
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British Columbia’s Boom in Distance Education; Universities look beyond their campuses to create innovative programs (Kay Mills), 01 Fall 3–5, 7. See also distance learning

British Open University: and CalstateTEACH program [box], 99 Sum. 6; and distance learning, 99 Sum. 1, 14–16; Daniel, Sir John on, 99 Sum. 2, 3; U.S. struggles of, 99 Sum. 1, 6, 7

Broken Promises (Patrick Callan editorial), 95 Win. 3

Brother, Can You Paradigm? Trendy vocabulary word makes editors cringe [Other Voices] (Todd Sallo), 99 Fall 13, 14

Brown, Denise, on: interview with, [Supplement] 04 Win. 4A–5A

Brown, Hank: and Colorado higher education, 07 Win. 3–5; University of Colorado, troubles at, 05 Fall 3–5

Brown, Jonathan, on: NCCHE, Report of, 98 Spr. 12, 13

Brown, M. Christopher, on: Mississippi, “historically black universities,” 1975 anti-segregation lawsuit and, 04 Sum. 9–11

Browne, Jim, on: University of Ireland, Galway, 07 Win. 14, 15

Buddhism, Nichiren Daishonin vs. Zen, Tibetan [box], 02 Spr. 11

Budget Boost for California Higher Education (Doug Alexander), 95 Fall 17

Budgeting for Results: Use of performance indicators increases in popularity [box] (William Trombley and Donald Sevener), 98 Win. 14


“A Building of Sand” [box] (William Trombley), 95 Fall 11 [Supplement]

Burdman, Pamela, on: Advanced Placement courses, increased emphasis on, 00 Sum. 1, 14–16; advanced placement courses online [box], 00 Sum. 14; affirmative action, pre-college outreach, 00 Win. 7–9; Burns, Bridget, interview with, [Supplement] 04 Win. 5A–6A; Colorado’s voucher program, 03 Spr. 1, 3–5; debt, student fear of [Other Voices], 06 Sum. 11, 12; Illinois higher education, budget cuts to, 02 Fall 3, 4, 7; National Merit Scholarship Program, 05 Spr. 1, 3–5; Oklahoma, Brain Gain 2010 and, 05 Win. 1, 10, 11; Oregon’s budget crisis, 03 Fall 3, 4, 7; Oregon’s State Board of Higher Education, 04 Sum. 7, 8, 11; Rio Salado College, Arizona, 01 Spr. 7, 8, 11; Virginia’s public universities, higher education funding and tuition, 04 Spr. 1, 14–16
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Burke, Joseph C.: and higher education, public, changing governance models for [Other Voices], 05 Fall 13, 14

Burns, Bridget, on: interview with, [Supplement] 04 Win. 5A–6A

Bush, Jeb, 01 Spr. 14–16

Business Higher Education Council: Virginia’s coalition of business and academic leaders plays political hardball (William Trombley), 97 Spr. 1, 6, 15

The Business We’re In: When standard formulas fail, the work of policymakers has got to change [Other Voices] (Gordon Davies) 04 Win. 12, 13

Bustillos, Theresa, on: Mexican American Legal Defense and Education Fund (MALDEF), Latino enrollment, 93 Spr. 5

By the Numbers; City Colleges of Chicago [box], 00 Spr. 6

CA Postsecondary Education Commission: and Latino enrollment, 93 Spr. 5; high school graduate projections, 94 Fall 12; planning role, CSU Monterey Bay [box], 93 Fall 5

CHEPC: charter of [box], 93 Fall, 3; 5-year status report of, 96 Fall 3; transition to NCPPHE, 97 Fall 1; World Wide Web site, notice of, 96 Win. 12

CSU, and: admission requirements, changes to, 97 Win. 1, 20; assignation of purpose, 93 Spr. 2; budget crisis of, 1, 4, 5, 12; budget increase, 95 Fall 17; California high school graduates, decline in enrollment of, 95 Fall 15 [California Notes]; Cal State Fresno, academic quality, decline of, 96 Spr. 5; California Maritime Academy, new affiliation with, 95 Spr. 8; Cal State Monterey Bay, plans for, 94 Spr. 6; CalstateTEACH program [box], 99 Sum. 6; Channel Islands proposal, 97 Spr. 1, 20; college preparation for, high school students’ English and math skills and, 04 Fall 6, 7; college-going rate, 5-year drop in, 95 Win. 6; decentralization of, 96 Spr. 7–14 [Supplement]; enrollment, decline in, 93 Fall 2, 10; 95 Fall 15; 95 Win. 1, 6, 7; enrollment, lowering of, 94 Win. 1, 7; enrollment, trading of, 95 Win. 7 [box]; Humboldt, rejected mascot of [California Notes] 97 Spr. 18; Latino officials, lack of [Other Voices], 94 Fall 11; minority enrollment, gains in [California Notes], 94 Fall 9; Monterey Bay, first year, 96 Spr. 13 [Supplement]; Monterey Bay–Fort Ord, proposed campus, 93 Fall 1, 4, 5; Monterey Bay, literature curriculum, lack of, 97 Win. 1, 4; Monterey Bay, use of computer technology at [box], 97 Win. 4; Monterey Bay, “world class” instruction [California Notes], 95 Win. 8; Northridge earthquake, 95 Win. 1, 12; Northridge remedial programs, 99 Fall 6, 7; participation rates, decline in, 94 Win. 8; Passport program [California Notes], 94 Fall 9; polytechnic training mission, 93 Spr. 2; post-earthquake leadership, 95 Win. 3; projected enrollment, 93 Fall 4; 94 Spr. 6; reduced opportunity in, CSU/UC, 95 Win. 3; remedial education, proposed removal of, 95 Fall 1, 3, 16, 17, 20; SFSU, remedial math at [box] 95 Fall
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20; teaching costs in, 93, Spr. 1, 4; trustees, 96 Spr. 7–14 [Supplement], tuition, 93 Spr. 6

CSU–Fort Ord: Vision or Mirage? (William Trombley), 93 Fall 1, 4, 5. See also Munitz, Barry. See also under CSU

CUNY. See under City University of New York

CUNY Sheds Reputation as “Tutor U”; The nation's largest urban university raises standards, and grapples with remediation (Jon Marcus), 05 Spr. 1, 14–16

Cal Grants: data on [box], 00 Fall 9; expansion of, 00 Fall 8, 9; expansion failure, 01 Sum. 4; tuition hikes, comparison to, 93 Spr. 1

Cal Grants by the Numbers [box], 00 Fall 9

Cal Poly Plan [California Notes], 97 Win. 16

Cal State Channel Islands. See under CSU

Cal State Channel Islands; Board of Trustees proposes to transform a state mental hospital into a new campus (William Trombley), 97 Spr. 1, 20

Cal State Monterey Bay. See under CSU

Cal State Northridge. See under CSU

Cal State Trustees: A New “Corporate” Style (William Trombley), 96 Spr. 7–14 [Supplement]

California Civil Rights Initiative, 95 Spr. 6. See also affirmative action

California Community Colleges: and Tom Nussbaum, Acting Chancellor of, [California Notes]; Board of Governors, shared governance of, 97 Win. 7–14 [Supplement]; budget, 96 Fall 1, 4; budget crisis of, 1, 4, 5, 12; 03 Sum. 8–10. budget increase for, 95 Fall 17; enrollment, decline in, 94 Win. 1, 6, 7; 95 Win. 1, 6, 7; minority enrollment, gains in [California Notes], 94 Fall 9; process vs. outcome of [Other Voices], 95 Spr. 10, 11; tax revenues, decline in, 94 Spr. 1, 7, 8; technology and modernization of, 94 Spr. 4, 5

California Community Colleges Commission on Innovation: key report proposals, infrastructure, 94 Win. 4; mission of, 94 Win. 5

California Cuts to the Bone; Community Colleges are Hit Hard as a Result of State’s Record Budget Deficit (Kay Mills), 03 Sum. 8–10
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California Financial Aid Program Disappoints; bright promise of the Calgrant expansion effort has not been realized (William Trombley), 01 Sum. 4. See also Cal Grants

California higher education: accreditation, flaws in, CA colleges and universities, 96 Spr. 15; accreditation, proposals for, colleges and universities, 94 Win. 5; blue ribbon study of [California Notes], 96 Fall 11; budget, 03 Fall 1, 8–9; budget crisis of, 94 Fall 1, 4, 5, 12; budget increase for, 95 Fall 17; 96 Win. 1, 6, 12; budget, UC Merced, 04 Spr. 9–11; CSU Channel Islands proposal, 97 Spr. 1, 20; collaboration in, 94 Spr. 3; Constitutional Revision Commission [California Notes], 94 Fall 9; construction budget, lack of [California Notes], 94 Fall 9; coursework transfer, articulation of, public institutions [Other Voices], 97 Win. 18, 19; crisis in, budget cuts and tuition increases [Other Voices], 04 Win. 11, 12; crisis in, enrollments, decline in; 94 Win. 1; financial aid, decreased availability of, CA colleges and universities, 97 Spr. 1, 4, 5; financial crisis in vs. CSU Northridge earthquake, leadership in, 95 Win. 3; future of, needs, 94 Spr. 3; future planning, lack of, 96 Spr. 4; issues in, interview with Lucy Killea on, 95 Win. 2; and Kerr, Clark, interview with, 93 Spr. 2, 3; Latino hires, 94 Fall 11; low subsidized tuition of [Other Voices], 95 Spr. 10; minority enrollment, gains in [California Notes], 94 Fall 9; political change and, [Other Voices] 95 Win. 10, public, emergency state of, 95 Win. 1, 4; public colleges and universities, enrollment, decline in, 95 Win. 1, 6, 7; public opinion of, poll on, 93 Win. 1, 9; 97 Win. 1, 16; public systems of, greater legislative oversight of, 94 Spr. 4; and Schrag, Peter, CA politics and economics, 97 Spr. 2, 17; and Slaughter, John B., interview with, 94 Spr. 2; tuition increase exceeds General Fund decrease [chart], 94 Fall 5

California high school exit exam: on, [Other Voices] 03 Fall 10–11. See also standardized tests

California Higher Education Enrollments Plunge; a Dilemma for California's Public Colleges [box], 94 Win. 1. See also enrollment, decline in

California Higher Education Policy Center. See CHEPC

California Higher Education: Searching for a Solution (William Trombley), 94 Fall 1, 4, 5, 12

California Maritime Academy; Newest Cal State campus institutes reform (William Trombley), 95 Spr. 8

California Master Plan for Higher Education, and: admissions criteria, potential changes to, 94 Fall 1, 4; Board of Governors, CA community colleges, 97 Win. 8; and Boggs, George, suggestions related to, 95 Spr. 10; and Breneman, David, suggestions related to, 95 Win. 1, 4; driving principle, 94 Win. 3; failure and economic growth, 94 Spr. 2; fiscal threats to, roundtable on, 97 Spr. 7–14 [Supplement]; Governor Wilson’s staff, attitude towards, 94 Win. 8; ideal of, versus recent history, 97 Spr. 2; joint Pew–CHEPC discussions, 96 Fall 1A [Supplement]; 1960 promise of, 93 Fall 3; and Kerr,
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Clark, attitude towards, 94 Fall 12; and Kerr, Clark, interview with, 93 Spr. 2, 3; and Schrag, Peter, interview with, 97 Spr. 2, 17; UC deviation from, 95 Spr. 11; 1994 UC freshman admissions, 94 Win. 7; Ph.D. instruction restriction, 94 Spr. 5; UC Berkeley admissions [Other Voices], 04 Win. 11, 12; UCB–UCLA 1994 admissions, 95 Win. 6; UC–Cal State fiscal controversy, 94 Spr. 4; undergraduate tuition, 93 Spr. 1; and Young, Charles, 95 Spr. 5

California Standards Test (CST), changes to, 04 Fall 6, 7

California State University. See CSU

California Students Face Fiscal Crisis; Tuition Rises, Aid Falls Short (William Trombley), 93 Spr. 1. See also financial aid; tuition; under Trombley, William

“California Virtual University”; highly touted experiment falls short of expectations (Carl Irving), 99 Sum. 8, 9. See also distance learning

California’s Improved Financial Aid Program; State reverses national trend toward merit scholarships (William Trombley), 00 Fall 1, 8, 9. See also financial aid; tuition. See also under Trombley, William

Callan, Patrick, on: Atkinson, Richard, UC presidency, challenges of, 95 Fall 3; CA higher education, future planning, lack of, 96 Spr. 4; CA higher education, future of, needs, 94 Spr. 3; CA interagency collaboration, vs. appearance of, 95 Fall 3; CA’s educational future, CA higher education, reduced opportunity in, 94 Win. 3; CA higher education, collaboration in, 94 Spr. 3; CA higher education, resource acquisition vs. use, 94 Fall 3; CHEPC proposed role in, 93 Fall 3; CSU/UC, reduced opportunity in, 95 Win. 3; College Affordability in Jeopardy, NCPPHE report, 03 Win. 2A [Supplement]; higher education, leadership in crisis of, 95 Win. 3; higher education, narrowed opportunity in, 99 Spr. 4; higher education, state spending, drop in, 03 Win. 2A [Supplement], leadership, Northridge earthquake vs. CA Losing Ground report, tuition vs. income, 02 Spr. 2; NCPPHE, self-examination of, 07 Win. 2; NCPPHE launch, related CT Supplement, 97 Fall 6; 97 Fall 7–10; NCPPHE Measuring Up 2000 report, 01 Win. 2; NCPPHE Measuring Up 2006 report, 06 Fall 3; need-based aid, public knowledge of, 98 Fall 6 99 Spr. 4; Taking Responsibility, NCPPHE report, 99 Win. 2; tuition, state increases in, 03 Win. 2A [Supplement]; and Warner, Mark, interview with, 04 Fall 2, 3

Callendar, Claire, on: English universities, “top-up” tuition and, 04 Sum. 1, 14–16

Calvin, Allen, on: California higher education, low subsidized tuition of, [Other Voices], 95 Spr. 10

Campbell, Don, on: academics and athletics, 04 Win. 1, 8–10; East Carolina University, retention and graduation rates at, 06 Fall 1, 14–16; Emory University, Georgia, academics vs. athletics, 03 Win. 3–5; HOPE Scholarship, Georgia, financial pains, 03
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Sum. 1, 4, 5; plagiarism, technology for the use of, 06 Win. 1, 15, 16; UGA Foundation, and the University of Georgia, conflict between, 05 Sum. 1, 6, 7; University of Georgia, black student enrollment and, 05 Win. 1, 15, 16;

*Can a Part-Time Board Cope With UC’s Complex Problems?* (William Trombley), 95 Fall 7–14 [Supplement]. *See also* A Regental Reply [box], 96 Win. 3

*Can Athletics and Academics Coexist?* Colleges and universities wrestle with big-time sports (Don Campbell) 04 Win. 1, 8, 10

*Can a Thermometer Cure a Fever?* The role of testing in educational reform [Other Voices] (Rebecca Zwick), 01 Spr. 12

Candler, Warren, and Emory University, Georgia, academics vs. athletics, 03 Win. 3–5

Carcieri, Don, on: Rhode Island, educational system of, 06 Win. 2, 3

Carnevale, Anthony, on: ethnic diversity [Other Voices], 00 Spr. 10, 11; higher education, workforce [Other Voices], 99 Sum. 10, 11

Cascadia Community College: and University of Washington, 96 Fall 9; and UW Bothell, co-location experiment of, 01 Win. 9, 10

Casper, Gerhard, on: accreditation, 96 Spr. 15; affirmative action debate, Stanford position on [Other Voices], 96 Win. 10, 11

“Castles in a Bog”; Great university systems flourish where children fare badly [Other Voices] (Gordon Davies), 99 Sum. 12

“Catastrophic” Court Ruling [box] (Carl Irving), 02 Sum. 16

*Cause for Alarm: Oregon’s Budget Crisis leads to Tuition Hikes and Academic Program Cuts* (Pam Burdman), 03 Fall 3, 4, 7

*The Celtic Tiger; Ireland invests heavily in higher education, and benefits mightily* (Jon Marcus), 07 Win. 1, 14–16

*Center Publications* [box], 97 Spr. A–B [Supplement]

*Challenges for the New UC President* (Patrick Callan editorial), 95 Fall 3. *See also* Atkinson, Richard

*Challenging the Numbers; UC Officials Deny Dire Enrollment Predictions* (William Trombley), 95 Spr. 1, 9, 12
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Challenging the Status Quo; “What is the value added of the central office?” (William Trombley), 95 Spr. 5

Challenging Questions: New ways of thinking about tuition policy [Other Voices] (Lee Kerschner), 98 Win. 13. See also tuition

Chance, William, on: working students [Other Voices], 96 Win. 11

Changes at “Oxford on the Pacific”; UC Santa Cruz turns to engineering and technology (Kay Mills), 01 Spr. 1, 4. See also engineering

Changing Admissions Policies: Recent Supreme Court Decisions Impact Affirmative Action Programs [Other Voices] (Bob Laird), 03 Fall 10, 11. See also admissions policies, affirmative action

Cheever, Daniel, on: student debt [Other Voices], 96 Win. 11

children, condition of, and university systems [Other Voices], 99 Sum. 12

Christofferson, Katie, profile of (Kathy Witkowsky), 06 Spr. 6, 7

City Colleges of Chicago, 00 Spr. 1, 4–7; data on [box], 00 Spr. 6

The City Colleges of Chicago; “Last Chance U” is also the college of first choice for many citizens of Chicago (Kathy Witkowsky), 00 Spr. 1, 4–7

City College of New York, teach-in, controversy surrounding, 02 Win. 15

City University of New York: admissions at, 05 Spr. 1, 14–16; CCNY teach-in, controversy surrounding, 02 Win. 15; campuses of [box], 98 Sum. 16; data on [box], 00 Win. 14; enrollment at, 05 Spr. 1, 14–16; freshman tests, sample test questions of [box], 98 Sum. 15; and remedial education, 00 Win. 1, 14–16; 05 Spr. 1, 14–16; controversy over, 98 Sum. 1, 2, 10, 15, 16. See also remedial education

civic engagement: as a purpose of higher education [Other Voices], 00 Fall 13, 14; students and, 00 Fall 1A–4A [Supplement]

Civic Purposes Roundtable, 00 Fall 1A–4A [Supplement]; participants of [box], 00 Fall 4A [Supplement]

Clausen, Edwin, on: University of Arizona, International Campus, 96 Fall 7, 8

Closed Doors? Community college transfer students face tightened admissions policies at Cal State and UC (William Doyle and William Trombley), 97 Win. 1, 20
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Closing the Gender Gap; Smith College offers the first engineering track at an all-women college (Jon Marcus), 00 Fall 1, 15, 16. See also engineering

Code of Conduct; Air Force Academy adopts changes in response to 2003 sexual assault scandal (Kathy Witkowsky), 04 Fall 1, 15, 16

Coleman, Elizabeth, and Bennington College, Vermont, 02 Sum. 3, 4, 7

Collaboration: For What Purpose? In Whose Interests? (Patrick Callan editorial), 94 Spr. 3

Collaboration, from Preschool Through Graduate School, is Critical to Success [Supplement] (Virginia B. Edwards and Lynn Olson), 06 Fall 3A

A Collaborative for Academic Excellence; El Paso’s Partnership Program boasts impressive gains in student performance (William Trombley), 99 Win. 1, 5–7

College Affordability in Jeopardy; A Special Supplement to National, 03 Win. 1A–12A [Supplement]

The College Board, direction of [Other Voices] (Bob Laird), 04 Spr. 12, 13

College of Creative Studies: See UC Santa Barbara

A College Degree is the Key; Higher education and the changing workforce [Other Voices] (Anthony Carnevale), 99 Sum. 10, 11

College-Going Rates Decline at UC and CSU (William Trombley), 94 Win. 8

“College Match” program: 04 Sum. 2–4

College Presidents, or CEOs? Presidential pay is escalating at a time when institutions are cutting budgets [Other Voices] (Robert Atwell), 04 Sum. 12

College Student Literacy; New report provides compelling evidence that America’s students are not measuring up [Other Voices] (Emerson J. Elliott), 06 Spr. 13, 14

college presidents: and higher education policy [Other Voices], 02 Win. 12, 13; pay and [Other Voices], 04 Sum. 12

College of William and Mary: higher education funding, privatization of, 04 Spr. 1, 14–16; restructuring and, 05 Spr. 1, 14–16

Colleges at a Crossroad; The future of higher education is a vital concern [Other Voices] (Michael H. Moskow), 06 Win. 14
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Collins, Dennis, on: CA education, future of, 93 Fall 3, 10. See also under California Master Plan for Higher Education

“Co-Location” Experiment; Ten-year-old university branch and a new community college share a campus (William Trombley), 01 Win. 9, 10

Colorado on the Edge; Years of state funding cuts put higher education in a precarious position (Robert A. Jones), 05 Fall 3–5

Colorado Electronic Community College (Kathy Reeves Bracco), 98 Fall 5

Colorado’s “Grand Experiment”: Voucher program could give the state’s colleges a new lease on life (Pamela Burdman), 03 Spr. 1, 3–5

Colorado higher education, funding cuts to, 04 Fall 3–5

Colorado Opportunity Fund, 07 Win. 3–5

Commission on the Future of Higher Education: Alfredo de los Santos Jr. on [Supplement], 06 Fall 6A, 7A; Arthur Levin on [Supplement], 06 Fall 4A, 5A; Charles B. Reed on [Supplement], 06 Fall 6A; Charles Miller on [Supplement], 06 Fall 8A; Chester E. Finn Jr. on [Supplement], 06 Fall 3A, 4A; David Breneman on [Supplement], 06 Fall 2A; Lynn Olson on [Supplement], 06 Fall 3A; report of [Supplement], 06 Fall 1A–8A; Robert Atwell on [Supplement], 06 Fall 1A, 2A; Virginia B. Edwards on [Supplement], 06 Fall 3A

Community College Baccalaureates; Some critics decry the trend as “mission creep” (Kay Mills), 03 Win. 6, 7, 10

Community College of Denver, and: first-generation program, 04 Win. 4, 5

Community College of Southern Nevada, and: higher education, Nevada, improvement in, 98 Spr. 9–11

Community Colleges (William Trombley), 97 Win. 7–14 [Supplement]

Community Colleges Face the Biggest Challenge; Steep Fee Increases and Budget Cuts Discourage Students (Jack McCurdy), 94 Win. 1, 6, 7

Community Colleges; Technology and “modernization” (Jack McCurdy), 94 Win. 4, 5

Competing for Admission [box] (Carl Irving), 98 Spr. 8

A Complex Relationship; State coordination and governance of higher education [Other Voices] (Aims C. McGuinness, Jr.), 97 Fall 13
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Conflicts of Interest?; Some questionable connections for Kentucky legislators [box] (William Trombley), 00 Sum. 5

Conklin, Kristen, on: Tax Payer Relief Act of 1997, state options, impact on [Other Voices], 99 Win. 11, 12; National Commission on the Cost of Higher Education, Congressional requests vs. work of [box], 98 Spr. 19; report of, 98 Win. 5; history of [box], 98 Spr. 12; tuition inflation, national commission on, 97 Fall 6

Conservative Tabloid Targets City College; Did the CUNY chancellor allow the New York Post to set his agenda? (Ron Feemster), 02 Win. 14

A Contrarian View [Other Voices] (Lee Kerschner) 95 Win. 10

Coping with “Tidal Wave II,”” 96 Fall 1. See also “Tidal Wave II”

Coppin State University and the “Effectiveness and Efficiency” campaign, 06 Spr. 1, 15, 16

Corbett-Broad, Molly, on: faculty workload [Other Voices], 93 Fall 11, 12

Corporate Welfare in Disguise; The student loan industry is raking in the profits [Other Voices] (Robert Shireman) 05 Win. 12, 13

cost. See tuition

Cost Commission Report Avoids Many Issues (David Breneman), 98 Spr. 12

The Cost of Higher Education; National commission does an about face (William Trombley and Kristin Conklin), 98 Win. 5

Council of Graduate Schools report (2004) [Other Voices], 04 Fall 11, 12

Courts Consider Affirmative Action [box] (Carl Irving), 98 Spr. 7

Cowell, Ron, on: NCCHE, Report of, 98 Spr. 13, 14

Creating a Strategic Vision; Observations about statewide higher education planning and coordination [Other Voices] (James Furman), 02 Fall 10, 11

Creating an Effective Market; Higher Education in the Age of Accountability [Other Voices] (Frank Newman), 03 Sum. 11, 12

Creative Studies; A sharp departure from conventional undergraduate education (William Trombley), 95 Spr. 1, 4

A Crisis in College Costs (Bill Goodling), 98 Spr. 14
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In the Cross Hairs [box], 99 Spr. 5

Crow, Michael, on: Arizona State University, transformation of, 04 Win. 6, 7, 10

*Crunch Time: Tuition Soars as Financially Strapped States cut into Higher Education Spending* (William Trombley and Lori Valigra) 03 Fall 1, 8–9

“Culture of Quality”; *Northwest Missouri State University’s corporate-style goal-setting and number-crunching* (Susan C. Thomson), 05 Spr. 9–11

Cumming, Doug, on: Georgia higher education, HOPE scholarship, 98 Fall 1, 7–9; P–16 initiative, 99 Win. 1, 14–16

Curtis, Rick, on: Princeton University, Outdoor Action program at, 04 Fall 8–10

*Dancing with Wolves* [Other Voices] (M.R.C. Greenwood), 96 Fall 10

Daniel, Sir John, interview with, on: British Open University, 99 Sum. 2, 3. See also related articles, same issue 1, 6–9, 14–16

*Daring to be Different*; *Rio Salado College has won a reputation as both outcast and innovator* (Pamela Burdman), 01 Spr. 7, 8, 11. See also distance learning

*The Dark Side of Merit Aid*; *Funding for merit programs has greatly expanded, often at the expense of need-based financial aid* [Other Voices] (Donald Heller), 01 Win. 13, 14

Davies, Gordon, on: children, condition of, and university systems [Other Voices] 99 Sum. 12; higher education, improving public policy [Other Voices], 04 Win. 12, 13; higher education, political interference in [Other Voices], 97 Spr. 19; and Virginia State Council of Higher Education, feud with Governor George F. Allen [box], 95 Fall 5

Davis, Gray, on: CA financial aid increase, 00 Fall 1; power bills, effect on aid, 01 Sum. 4

Davis, Jennifer, on: remedial education, controversy and state solutions [box], 98 Sum. 2, 10

Davis, Jerry, on: college affordability, tuition [Other Voices], 01 Spr. 13; tuition discounting [Other Voices], 03 Sum. 12–14. See also tuition

Daviss, Bennett, on: distance learning, lessons learned [box], 00 Fall 6; Education Network of Maine, 00, Fall, 5–7. See also distance learning
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A Day in the Life [box], 00 Spr. 4, 5

Debating Student Debt; Are college students living beyond their means? (Kathy Witkowsky), 02 Fall 1, 8, 9

Declining Access; A potential—if slow-moving—train wreck [Other Voices] (David Breneman), 03 Spr. 11, 12

Deep Springs College; A little-known educational experiment in the remote California desert (Kathy Witkowsky), 99 Fall 8–10

Defining Cost and Price (Lucie Lapovsky), 98 Spr. 18, 19

degree: attainment [Other Voices], 98 Fall 11, 12; baccalaureate, meaning of [Other Voices], 98 Fall 12, 13; three-year [California Notes], 97 Win. 16; Kerr, Clark, on, 93 Fall 7

de los Santos Jr., Alfredo, on: Commission on the Future of Higher Education, Report of, 06 Fall 6A, 7A

Demanding More from High School Students; Business-led “State Scholars Initiative” connects the classroom to the workplace [Other Voices] (Robert Mosbacher, Jr.), 04 Spr. 13, 14

deRussy, Candace, on: correction on picture of, 98 Win. 10; SUNY board [Letters to the Editor], 98 Win. 10. See also related article, 97 Fall 1

Devastation Brings Sweeping Changes; Opportunity, and opportunism, in the wake of Hurricane Katrina (Kathy Witkowsky), 06 Fall 9–11

DeVry by the Numbers [box], 01. Win. 12

DeVry Institutes of Technology, 01 Win. 11, 12; data on [box], 01 Win. 12

DeVry Institutes of Technology; a 70-year-long roller coaster ride continues (Alexander Russo), 01 Win. 11, 12. See also Letters to the Editor, 01 Spr. 3

A Different Kind of Recession (Patrick Callan), 03 Win. 2A [Supplement]. See also same issue, 1A, 3A–11A [Supplement]

Differing Points of View; Academic, business, and government leaders agree, and disagree, about higher education, 99 Win. 4

Dill, David, on: academic audits [Other Voices], 99 Sum. 12–14
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Dillard’s Dire Straits; Historically black college struggles to survive amid New Orleans’ post-hurricane diaspora (Robert A. Jones), 06 Win. 1, 4–6

Dillard University, and: Hurricane Katrina’s effect on, 06 Win. 1, 4–6

Dillon, Thomas, profile of (Lori Valigra), 06 Spr. 9

“Disputed Territories”; A Civic Purposes Roundtable Considers the Role of Higher Education in Preparing Students for Lives of Social and Political Engagement, 00 Fall 1A–4A [Supplement]

distance education. See distance learning

Distance Education; British Open University sets the standard worldwide (Jon Marcus), 99 Sum. 1, 14–16

“Distance Education” Comes of Age; Western Governor’s University opens with many unanswered questions (Pam Dixon), 98 Win. 1, 6, 7. See also distance learning

distance learning, and: Athabasca University, 01 Fall 1, 14–16; British Columbia, 01 Fall 3–5, 7; British Open University, 99 Sum. 1, 6, 7, 14–16; California Virtual University, 99 Sum. 8, 9; Colorado Electronic Community College, 98 Fall 5; community colleges, effectiveness at, 94 Win. 4; course redesign, 02 Sum. 5–7; Eastern Oregon University, 02 Win. 8–10; higher education, interview with Roy Romer on, 95 Spr. 2, 3; faculty cynicism over, 94 Spr. 8; Feenberg, Andrew, on [Other Voices], 99 Win. 12–14; Florida Gulf Coast University, 99 Spr. 8, 9; lessons learned [box], 00 Fall 6; Maine, Education Network of, 00 Fall 5–7; Virginia Tech, 05 Win. 5–7; Northern Arizona University, 97 Spr. 16, 17; objections to, 94 Win. 5; Project Delta initiative, 94 Spr. 1, 6, 7; research on, Stanford, 94 Spr. 8; Rio Salado College, 01 Spr. 7, 8, 11; UC history department collaboration and, 96 Spr. 1, 5; Western Virtual University, 96 Spr. 2, 3; Washington State University, 02 Win. 8–10; Western Governor’s University, 96 Fall 1, 12; 06 Spr. 1–4; opening, 98 Win. 1, 6, 7; working adults [Other Voices], 03 Spr. 13, 14

Distance Learning; Online education has become “part of the landscape” (Kay Mills), 02 Win. 8–10. See also distance learning

Distance Learning: Promise or Threat (Andrew Feenberg), 99 Win. 12–14. See also distance learning

diversity: admissions, and [Other Voices] 07 Win. 10, 11. See also affirmative action

Diversity Hypocrisy: The myriad, and often perverse, implications of admissions policies [Other Voices] (David Kirp), 07 Win. 10, 11

Diversity in Houston [box] (Carl Irving), 02 Sum. 14
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Diverting Financial Support: Aid programs increasingly are aimed at more-affluent students [Other Voices] (Michael McPherson and Morton Schapiro), 00 Sum. 13

Dixon, Jason, on: interview with [Supplement] 04 Win. 6A–7A

Dixon, Pam, on: Western Governors University, distance learning, 98 Win. 1, 6, 7. See also distance learning

Dobelle, Evan, on: University of Hawaii, 03 Fall 1, 14–16. See also University of Hawaii

Doing Comparatively Well: Why the public loves higher education and criticizes K–12 [Other Voices] (John Immerwahr), 00 Win. 12, 13

Downsizing: CSU trims enrollment to match state support (William Trombley), 94 Win. 1, 7

Downward Trend: Enrollment at California’s public colleges and universities continues to decline (William Trombley), 95 Win.1, 6, 7. See also Broken Promises, 94 Win. 3; enrollment, decline in

Doyle, William, on: admissions policies, transfers, CSU and UC, 97 Win. 1, 20; blue-ribbon commissions on higher education [box], 98 Spr. 5; California community college budget, 96 Fall 1, 4; Northern Arizona University, distance learning, 97 Spr. 16, 17; remedial education, controversy and state solutions [box], 98 Sum. 2, 10; Tennessee Council for Excellence in Higher Education, 98 Spr. 1, 4, 5; tuition inflation, national commission on, 97 Fall 6

Drake, Joshua, profile of (Susan C. Thomson), 06 Spr. 7

Drive for Standardized High School Testing: California educators consider expansion of the “Golden State” examinations (Carl Irving), 96 Spr. 1, 6, 20

Duderstadt, James, on: universities, future change of [Other Voices], 95 Fall 18, 19

Dynarski, Susan, on: financial aid, non-need based, HOPE Scholarship [Other Voices], 00 Sum. 11–13. See also HOPE Scholarship, Georgia

“Early Colleges”; Innovative institutions attempt to reshape the transition from high school to college (Ron Feemster), 03 Win. 1, 8–10

East Carolina University: retention and graduation rates at, 06 Fall 1, 14–16; Geissler, Jayne, on, 06 Fall 14–16; Joyner, Don, on, 06 Fall 1, 14–16

Eastern Oregon University, distance learning at, 02 Win. 8–10
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Eaton, Judith, on: Measuring Up 2000, 01 Win. 4A [Supplement]

Edison, Cynthia, on: Oregon higher education, borrowing for, 07 Win. 8, 9

education: changes in, 96 Spr. 16–18

education programs: problems with [Other Voices], (Arthur Levine), 05 Sum. 12, 13

Education Schools Project, The [Other Voices], (Arthur Levine), 05 Sum. 12, 13

*Educational Collaboration; The challenge of meeting unprecedented enrollment demands (Joni Finney editorial), 97 Spr. 3, 4*

educational fees: revenue split, concern over, 94 Win. 1, 12. See also tuition

*Educational Horse Trading [box] (William Trombley), 95 Win. 7*

Education Network of Maine, 00 Fall 5–7

Edwards, Virginia B., on: Commission on the Future of Higher Education, report of [Supplement], 06 Fall 3A

“Effectiveness and Efficiency”; The University System of Maryland’s campaign to control costs and increase student aid (Kay Mills), 06 Spr. 1, 15, 16

Ehrlich, Robert Jr., and the University System of Maryland, “Effectiveness and Efficiency” campaign of, 06 Spr. 1, 15, 16

Ehrlich, Thomas, on: higher education, civic responsibility as a purpose of [Other Voices], 06 Fall 13, 14. See also Civic Purposes Roundtable [Supplement], same issue

*Eight Days a Week; Working your way through college is a thing of the past* (Javier Serrano), 04 Fall 4A [Supplement]

El Paso Collaborative for Academic Excellence, 99 Win. 1, 5–7

El Paso’s Border Students; INS searches have slowed northbound commute across the Rio Grande to a crawl (Kathy Witkowsky), 03 Win. 1, 15, 16

*Electronic Education; On-line university hopes to make a wide array of learning opportunities available to students* (William Trombley), 96 Fall 1, 12. See also distance learning

Elliott, Emerson J., on: college student literacy, American Institutes for Research study of [Other Voices], 06 Spr. 13, 14
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Elman, Sandra, on: Western Governors University, 06 Spr. 4

Emory University, and: academics vs. athletics, 03 Win. 3–5; plagiarism at, 06 Win. 1, 15, 16

*Emphasis on Innovation* (Jon Marcus), 00 Sum. 8–11

*Emphasis on Learning*; *Alverno college offers an alternative approach* (Kathy Witkowsky), 01 Spr. 9–11

*Emphasizing Two-Year Programs* (Kathy Witkowsky) 05 Sum. 8, 9, 14

*Empire in Decline; An Open Letter to the UC Regents* [Other Voices], 95 Spr. 11

Empty Promises [Advisory Committee on Student Financial Assistance report] [Other Voices], 04 Fall 12, 13

Enarson, Harold, on: governing boards, Pawnet State trustees, tuition policy of, [Other Voices], 94 Win. 10

gineering: and new colleges of, 98 Win. 2–4; Olin College, undergraduate, 02 Spr. 1, 14–16; Smith College, 00 Fall 1, 15, 16; UC Santa Cruz [California Notes], 97 Spr. 18; 01 Spr. 1, 4

“English 57”; *Cooperative venture unites UC and community colleges* (William Trombley), 95 Win. 5. *See also* remedial education

England: universities, overhaul, 03 Sum. 1, 15, 16; “top-up” tuition and, 04 Sum. 1, 14–16

English Proficiency Exam: CSU percent failure, 95 Fall, 20. *See also* remedial education

enrollment: CSU trading of, 95 Win. 7; decline in, CSU, 95 Fall 15 [California Notes]; and CUNY, 05 Spr. 1, 14–16; decline in, California colleges & universities, 93 Fall 1, 10; 94 Win. 1; 95 Win. 3, 4; decline in, California high school graduates, 95 Fall 15 [California Notes]; growth, collaboration to meet, 97 Spr. 3, 4; Latino, decline in, 93 Spr. 5; male, decline in, 05 Spr. 6–8; UC, stampede effect in [box], 95 Win. 6; UC, reduced predictions of, 95 Spr. 1, 9, 12; University of Georgia, black students and, 05 Win. 1, 15, 16; at Virginia community colleges, 06 Win. 9–11

*Enrollment Squeeze; Virginia’s community colleges cope with increasing demand and a changing world* (Kay Mills), 06 Win. 9–11

*Enrollments Fall at CSU, Community Colleges* (William Trombley), 93 Fall 1, 10
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Feenberg, Andrew, on: distance learning [Other Voices], 99 Win. 12–14. See also distance learning

fees: and accessibility, 93 Spr. 6; educational, 94 Win. 1, 12; hidden [Other Voices], 06 Win. 12; technology [California Notes], 96 Fall 11. See also tuition

Fees: Are Undergraduates Getting a Fair Share? (William Trombley), 94 Win. 1, 12

Few Latino Faculty, Officials Hired by UC, Cal State [Other Voices] (Roberto P. Haro and Guillermo Rodriguez, Jr.), 94 Fall 11

financial aid, and: affluent students, programs for, 00 Sum. 13; attendance, impact on [Other Voices], 00 Sum. 11, 12; California, college students, falling short for, 93 Spr. 1, 6; California, improvement in, 00 Sum. 1, 8, 9; California, vs. merit scholarships, 00 Fall 1, 8, 9; California, Postsecondary Education Commission on, 93 Spr. 6; decrease in availability of, CA colleges and universities, 97 Spr. 1, 4, 5; merit aid [Other Voices], 02 Fall 10, 11; methodology of [Other Voices], 07 Win. http://www.highereducation.org/crostalk/ct0107/voices0107-tvson.shtml; recommendations for [Other Voices], 01 Win. 13, 14; non-need-based [Other Voices], 00 Sum. 11–13; UC graduate vs. undergraduate, 94 Spr. 1, 12; spiraling tuition costs [Other Voices], 94 Win. 10, 11; state-by-state summary of, 03 Win. 3A–11A [Supplement]; student loan industry, reform of [Other Voices], 05 Win. 12, 13

Financial Aid Dilemma; California college students compete for a shrinking pool of resources (Carl Irving), 97 Spr. 1, 4, 5

Finn, Chester E., on: Commission on the Future of Higher Education, report of [Supplement], 06 Fall 3A, 4A

Finney, Joni, on: enrollment growth, collaboration to meet, 97 Spr. 3, 4; higher education reforms, 96 Win. 3; remedial education, CSU proposed removal of, 95 Fall 3

Flailing Grades; What do we learn from high school exit exams [Other Voices]? (Rebecca Zwick), 03 Win. 13, 14

Fletcher, Ernie: and Kentucky higher education, reform legislation for 05 Fall 6, 7, 10

Florida Community Colleges: baccalaureate degrees and, 03 Win. 6, 7, 10; and St. Petersburg College, 03 Win. 6, 7, 10

Florida State University system: data on [box], 01 Spr. 14

Florida Gulf Coast University: data on [box], 99 Spr. 9; and faculty contracts, 99 Spr. 1, 8–10; new campus, 96 Fall 1, 5, 6
Florida Gulf Coast University by the Numbers [box], 99 Spr. 9

Florida Gulf Coast University; Amid alligators and hurricanes, a new campus is taking shape (William Trombley), 96 Fall 1, 5, 6. See also "Tidal Wave II"; An Experiment in Florida, 99 Spr. 1, 8

Florida K–20 model, 01 Spr. 1, 14–16; governance changes to, 06 Fall 1, 11–13

Florida’s new “K–20” Model; an intensely political battle is waged over controversial kindergarten-through-graduate-school governance structure (William Trombley), 01 Spr. 1, 14–16

Focus on Student Learning [Other Voices] (George Boggs), 95 Spr. 10, 11

Focusing Public Attention; a national report card for higher education is long overdue (Tom Imeson), 01 Win. 5A [Supplement]

foreign students, and September 11, effect on [Other Voices], 04 Fall 11, 12

foreign scholars, and September 11, effect on [Other Voices], 04 Fall 11, 12

Forests, Trees, Swamps and Alligators (Patrick Callan editorial), 94 Fall 3

For-Profit Education [box], 98 Fall 3

Fort Ord. See under CSU

Foundations Provide Generous Grants for New Colleges [box] (Carl Irving), 98 Win. 3

Frankel, Harley, on: “College Match” program, 04 Sum. 2–4

Franklin W. Olin College of Engineering, 98 Win. 2–4

Frank Lloyd Wright School of Architecture, 01 Win. 1, 14–16

The Frank Lloyd Wright School of Architecture; For outsiders, the school’s unusual practices can be shocking (Kathy Witkowsky), 01 Win. 1, 14–16

A Fresh Look at the Three-Year Degree; Rethinking College Curriculum (Virginia Smith), 93 Fall 6, 7. See also Proposal Gains National Support, same issue; Smith, Virginia

Frohnmayer, Dave, on: Oregon higher education, 07 Win. 8–10

From Candor to Cheerios? College news bureaus grapple with a new emphasis on marketing [box] (Bob Beyers), 98 Sum. 5
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Frostburg State University and the “Effectiveness and Efficiency” campaign, 06 Spr. 1, 15, 16

_Funding Public Higher Education_ [Other Voices] (Brian Stenson), 06 Spr. 12, 13

Furman, James, on: higher education planning, coordination, statewide role in [Other Voices], 02 Fall 10, 11

_The Future, on Loan; Many College Students are Heading Toward a Life of Debt_ (William Trombley), 06 Spr. 5, 10

future trends, 94 Win. 11

Garrett, Robert, on: Kentucky postsecondary education reforms, 97 Fall 1, 4, 5

Gates, Bill, new university founded by [Other Voices], 04 Win. 13, 14

Geissler, Jayne, on: East Carolina University, remediation at, 06 Fall 14–16

General Fund, CA state: 1990–94 support, decrease in, 94 Fall 4; 1994–95 increase, 94 Fall 5

Georgia higher education, data on [box], 98 Fall 8; HOPE Scholarship, 98 Fall 1, 7–9; 03 Sum. 1, 4–5. Portch, Stephen, on, 00 Sum. 2, 3; 03 Sum. 1, 4–5.

_Georgia Higher Education at a Glance_ [box], 98 Fall 8

_Georgia’s Momentum; the magic of a popular lottery-funded college scholarship program_ (Doug Cumming), 98 Fall 1, 7–9. See also HOPE Scholarship, Georgia

_Georgia’s Odd Couple; Can two foundations share a university without driving each other crazy?_ (Don Campbell) 05 Sum. 1, 6, 7

Gibson, Ian, on: English universities, “top-up” tuition and, 04 Sum. 1, 14–16

_A Gift for Our Nation; National report card is comprehensive, useful and easy to understand_ (Arthur Levine), 01 Win. 6A [Supplement]

Gill, James, on: UCSC–CSU Fort Ord alliance [box], 93 Fall 5

Gladieux, Lawrence, on: financial aid, spiraling tuition costs [Other Voices], 94 Win. 10, 11

_A Glossary of Tests_ [box], 96 Win. 3
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Goldberg, Jackie, interview with, on: teaching vs. research, importance of, 94 Fall 2

Goldberg, Milton, on: improving higher education, importance of [Other Voices], 00 Spr. 12, 13

golden handshake: damage control on [California Notes], 95 Win. 8; lack of long term planning, example of, 95 Win. 4; UC–CSU faculty members, effect on, 94 Fall 5.

Golden State Examinations taken [graph], 96 Spr. 1

Goldstein, Matthew, and CUNY, admissions and, enrollment and, remediation and, 05 Spr. 14–16; CUNY teach-in, controversy surrounding, 02 Win. 15;

A Good Deal For All? The Berkeley-Novartis agreement [Other Voices] (Robert Rosenzweig), 99 Spr. 11, 12

A Good “First Draft”; Measuring Up 2000 should be a spur to efforts to gather more complete data (Michael McPherson and Morton Owen Schapiro), 01 Win. 6A–7A [Supplement]

Goodlad, John, on: teacher education [Other Voices], 99 Fall 11–13

Goodling, Bill, on: NCCHE, Report of, 98 Spr. 14

Goodstein, David, interview with, on: Science Ph.D.s, surplus of, 96 Win. 2, 3


The Governance Divide: A Report on a Four-State Study on Improving College Readiness and Success, 05 Fall 2

Got College? Universities are being marketed just like “Brand X” [Other Voices] (David L. Kirp), 06 Win. 13, 14

Granholm, Jennifer, on: Michigan higher education, reform of, 05 Win. 3, 4, 7

grade inflation, 02 Sum. 1, 8, 9

Grading the National Report Card; Critics and supporters respond to Measuring Up 2004 (William Trombley and Lori Valigra), 04 Fall 1A, 4A [Supplement]

graduation rates, East Carolina University and, 06 Win. 1, 14–16; Joyner, Don, on 06 Fall 1, 14–16

Greenberg, Milton, on: academic semester, time constraints of [Other Voices], 97 Win. 19
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Greenwood, M.R.C., on: science, women and minorities in, 96 Fall 10

Guliani, Rudy, on: CUNY remedial education, eliminating. 98 Sum. 16. See also remedial education

Gupta, Sarita, on: NCCHE, Report of, 98 Spr. 15, 16

Hope for Whom? Financial aid for the middle class and its impact on college attendance [Other Voices] (Susan Dynarski), 00 Sum. 11–13

HOPE Scholarship, Georgia, and: Dynarski, Susan on [Other Voices], 00 Sum. 11–13; financial pains, 03 Sum. 1, 4, 5; GPA decreases, consequences of, 02 Sum. 8; Letters to the Editor, 00 Fall 4; 7–9; Portch, Stephen, comments on, 00 Sum. 2, 3; postsecondary student preparation, 99 Win. 1, 14, 15

HOPE Springs Eternal: Georgia’s Scholarship Program, A Model for the Nation, Experiences Financial Pains (Don Campbell), 03 Sum. 1, 4, 5. See also HOPE Scholarship, Georgia

Hairston, Elaine, on: higher education, corporate lessons, and planning [Other Voices], 96 Spr. 18, 19; politics and higher education, the relationship of [Other Voices], 97 Fall 13. See also related articles, same issue 11–14

Hall, Jonathan: and Hurricane Katrina, 05 Fall 9, 10

Hampshire College, Massachusetts, 00 Sum. 8–11

Hard Times for Illinois; Slow economy leads to budget cuts and tuition hikes (Pamela Burdman), 02 Fall 3, 4, 7

Haro, Roberto, and Rodriguez, Guillermo Jr., on: Latino officials, CSU/UC, lack of [Other Voices], 94 Fall 11

Harsh realities; A national report on the affordability of higher education (William Trombley), 02 Spr. 3. See also tuition

Has the State Become an Albatross? Some of Virginia’s public universities are seeking greater freedom to set tuition (Pamela Burdman), 04 Spr. 1, 14–16

Hauck, William, on: Constitutional Revision Commission [California Notes], 94 Fall 9

Hauptman, Arthur, on: academic restructuring [Other Voices], 95 Win. 10, 11; NCCHE Report of, 98 Spr. 16, 17; postsecondary education, state role in [Other Voices], 93 Spr. 7
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Haycock, Kati, on: K–12, higher education cooperation [Other Voices], 98 Fall 10, 11; interview with, on K–16, 99 Spr. 2, 3. See also K–12

Hazel, John, on: politics and Virginia education, 97 Spr. 1, 6, 15

Heller, Donald, on: college access [Other Voices] 04 Fall 12, 13; higher education, state funding of, cuts in [Other Voices], 01 Fall 11, 12; merit aid, recommendations for [Other Voices], 01 Win. 13, 14. See also financial aid

Helpful Hints [box] (Bennett Daviss), 00 Fall 6

A Helping Hand: The Community College of Denver reaches out to first-generation students (Kay Mills), 04 Win. 4, 5

A Herculean Effort; Though thoughtfully done, the report tends to be a tad deceptive (Stephen Portch), 01 Win. 7A [Supplement]

Hernandez, Antonia, interview with, on: CA higher education, minority opportunities, 93 Fall 2. See also MALDEF

Hershman, Lawrence, on: enrollment projections, reduction in, 95 Spr. 1, 9, 12; increased UC admissions, decreased enrollment, 94, Fall 5; proposed tenth UC campus, 94 Spr. 5; UC budget strategy, importance of, 94 Fall 12

Heyns, Roger, on: universities, common good of [Other Voices], 94 Spr. 11

High Marks; Mounting evidence of “grade inflation” across the country (Jon Marcus), 02 Sum. 1, 8, 9

high school exit exams: [Other Voices], 00 Fall 10, 11; 03 Win. 13, 14 [Other Voices]

high school students: demands on [Other Voices], 04 Spr. 13, 14

higher education: 1975 anti-segregation lawsuit, Mississippi, “historically black universities” and, 04 Sum. 9–11; academic semester, time constraints of [Other Voices], 97 Win. 19; access [Other Voices] 04 Fall 12, 13; access, decline in [Other Voices], 03 Spr. 11, 12; accountability [Other Voices], 03 Sum. 11, 12; [Other Voices] 07 Win. 12, 13; affordability, NCPPHE report on, 02 Spr. 3; applying to college, 04 Spr. 1, 6–8; appropriations for, state-by-state summary of, 03 Win. 3A–11A [Supplement]; and the baccalaureate degree, meaning of [Other Voices], 98 Fall 12, 13; civic responsibility as a purpose of [Other Voices], 00 Fall 13, 14; commercialization of, interview with Derek Bok on, 03 Sum.2, 3; corporate lessons, planning based on, 96 Spr. 18, 19; curriculum, 03 Fall 12, 13; England, higher education, overhaul of, 03 Sum. 1, 15, 16; dropouts, bringing back in, 04 Spr. 4–5, 11; enrollment growth in, collaboration to meet, 97 Spr. 3, 4; ethnic diversity in [Other Voices], 00 Spr. 10, 11; external pressures on [Other Voices], 93 Spr. 7, 8;
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future trends in, 94 Win. 11; improving, importance of [Other Voices], 00 Spr. 12, 13; improving public policy [Other Voices] 04 Win. 12, 13; information age, adapting to [Other Voices], 98 Sum. 14; and K–12 cooperation [Other Voices], 98 Fall 10, 11; and K–12, gap between [Other Voices], 03 Spr. 12, 13; vs. K–12, difference in public attitudes toward [Other Voices], 00 Win. 12, 13; market, 03 Fall 12, 13 and 04, Spr. 2–3; marketing of, David L. Kirp on, 04 Spr. 2, 3; [Other Voices] 06 Spr. 13, 14; NCCHE report on cost of, 98 Win. 5; new leadership for, 96 Spr. 16–18; opportunity, college [Supplement] 04 Win. 1A–8A; performance funding of [box], 98 Win. 14; planning, coordination, statewide role in [Other Voices], 02 Fall 10, 11; policy and college presidents [Other Voices], 02 Win. 12, 13; political interference in [Other Voices], 97 Spr. 19; politics and [Other Voices], 97 Fall 11; politics and, the relationship between [Other Voices], 97 Fall 13; politics of [box], 94 Fall 4; public, changing governance models for [Other Voices], 05 Fall 13, 14; public, funding of [Other Voices], 06 Spr. 12, 13; public and private financing of, roundtable on, 96 Fall 1A–8A [Supplement]; public’s perception of [Other Voices] 05 Spr. 12, 13; race and attitudes toward, survey on, 00 Spr. 3; reforms, 96 Win. 3; responsibilities of, Astin, Alexander on, 00 Win. 2, 3; restructuring [Other Voices], 93 Spr. 8; return to the mission of [Other Voices], 95 Win. 11; technology and productivity in, interview with Roy Romer on, 95 Spr. 2, 3; quality and productivity [Other Voices], 95 Fall 19; reporting [Other Voices], 99 Spr. 12; September 11’s effect on [Other Voices], 02 Win. 11, 12; social compact of [Other Voices], 06 Win. 14; and societal changes [Other Voices], 02 Sum. 10, 11; state coordination and governance of [Other Voices], 97 Fall 13; state funding of, crisis in, [Supplement] 04 Win. 1A–8A; state funding of, cuts in [Other Voices], 01 Fall 11, 12; state spending, drop in, 03 Win. 1A, 2A, 12A [Supplement] student-centered, teacher education in, Reed, Charles on, 99 Fall 2, 3; systems of [Other Voices], 93 Spr. 7; technological changes of, vs. tradition [Other Voices] 98 Win. 12, 13; tuition escalation and concerns, 00 Win. 1, 5, 6; tuition discounting [Other Voices], 03 Sum. 12–14. values [Other Voices], 96 Spr. 16; vs. K–12, 99 Fall 11; vouchers in [Other Voices] 02 Fall 12, 13; workforce and [Other Voices], 99 Sum. 10, 11; working to pay for, 04 Fall 4A [Supplement]

Higher Education Blooms in Nevada; Improved fortunes for state’s public colleges and universities (William Trombley), 98 Spr. 9–11

Higher Education Council Under Fire [box] (William Trombley), 95 Fall 5

Higher Education in Kentucky [box], 97 Fall 4

Higher Education Should Return to Home Port [Other Voices] (John O’Neil), 95 Win.11

Higher Education’s Dirty Little Secret; Hidden college fees have become a “stealth tuition” [Other Voices] (Terry L. Meyers), 06 Win. 12

“historically black universities,” Mississippi, 1975 anti-segregation lawsuit and, 04 Sum. 9–11
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History Departments Collaborate; Budget cuts lead to UC inter-campus cooperation
(William Trombley), 96 Spr. 1, 5

Holsclaw, Mick, on: coursework transfer, articulation of, California public higher education institutions [Other Voices], 97 Win. 18, 19

Hopson, Janet, on: distance learning, 94 Spr. 1. See also distance learning; Project Delta Initiative

How Does Measuring Up 2000 Measure Up?; New state-by-state report card for higher education is a cause for celebration (William Gormley, Jr.), 01 Win. 4A–5A [Supplement]

How We Grade, 01 Win. 2A [Supplement]

Hughes, Marvalene, on: Dillard University, Hurricane Katrina’s effect on, 06 Win. 4, 5

humanities, research in, teaching of, 94 Spr. 10, 11

Hunt, James, interview with, on: chairing NCPPHE, 98 Spr. 2, 3

Hurricane Katrina: and Dillard University, effect on, 06 Win. 1, 4–6; and Louisiana higher education, 06 Fall 9–11; and Mississippi community colleges, 05 Fall 1, 8–10

Ikenberry, Stanley, on: NCCHE, Report of, 98 Spr. 17, 18

Illinois and Virginia Set an Example (Joni Finney editorial), 96 Win. 3

Illinois at a Crossroads; State’s leaders seek a new agenda for higher education (William Trombley), 98 Fall 1, 14–16. See also PQP

Illinois higher education: budget cuts to, 02 Fall 3, 4, 7; new agenda for, 98 Fall 1, 14–16; PQP initiative, 96 Win. 1, 4, 5, 8; 98 Fall 1, 14, 15; and Illinois Board of Higher Education, 96 Win. 5; public universities, fixed tuition at, 05 Fall 1, 14–16; reforms, 96 Win. 3; University Center of Lake County [box], 98 Fall 14

Imeson, Tom, on: Measuring Up 2000, 01 Win. 5A [Supplement]

Immerwahr, John, on: K–12 vs. higher education, difference in public attitudes toward [Other Voices], 00 Win. 12, 13. See also Haycock, Kati; K–12

Important Future Trends [Other Voices] (James Appleberry), 94 Win. 11

Important Recommendations for Higher Education [Supplement] (Charles B. Reed), 06 Fall 6A
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Important Questions; Lack of clarity diminishes the value of ambitious report (Kathleen Ashe), 01 Win. 4A

improving education, importance of, 00 Spr. 12, 13

In Katrina’s Wake; Mississippi’s coastal community colleges struggle to rebound from disaster (Kathy Witkowsky), 05 Fall 1, 8–10

Indiana community college initiative, 00 Win. 10, 11

Indiana higher education, 06 Win. 7, 8, 11

Indiana’s 21st Century Scholars; A new community college system and college prep curriculum are improving the state’s position (Susan C. Thomson), 06 Win. 7, 8, 11

Indiana’s New Community College Plan; A state-mandated partnership between Ivy Tech and Vincennes University is seen by some as a shotgun marriage (William Trombley), 00 Win. 10, 11

instructional costs: UC, CSU compared with megastates, 93 Spr. 1, 4. See also tuition

Interactive Instructional Technology; Northern Arizona University offers new long-distance teaching strategies (William Doyle), 97 Spr. 16, 17. See also distance learning; “Tidal Wave II” International High School, 03 Win. 1, 8–10

Into the Woods; Outdoor Action program offers a rewarding college orientation experience (Kathy Witkowsky), 04 Fall 8–10

Ireland higher education: 06 Fall 1, 14–19

Irvine Foundation: CHEPC grant, 93 Spr. 10; CHEPC, 5-year status report of, 96 Fall 3

Irving, Carl, on; affirmative action, and Supreme Court [box] 98 Spr. 7; Texas affirmative action, 04 Win. 1, 15, 16; Texas substitute programs for, 99 Spr. 1, 5–8; 02 Sum. 1, 14–16; at UC, 95 Spr. 1, 6–8; at UC Berkeley and UCLA, effort to ban, 98 Spr. 1, 6–8, 20; at UT-Austin, ban and [box], 02 Sum. 14; CA higher education, budget increase for, 96 Win. 1, 6, 12; collaboration, 01 Fall 6, 7; CSU Monterey Bay, 97 Win. 1, 4, 5, 17; CA standardized high school testing, 96 Spr. 1, 6, 20; California Virtual University, 99 Sum. 8, 9; new engineering colleges, engineers, 98 Win. 2–4; financial aid, decrease in availability of, CA colleges and universities, 97 Spr. 1, 4, 5; for-profit education [box], 98 Fall 3; Kirp, David L., interview with, 04 Spr. 2, 3; Los Alamos National Laboratories, 02 Win. 6, 7, 10; 00 Spr. 1, 14–16; Los Alamos laboratory, management of, politics and, 04 Fall 1, 4, 5; Michigan, governor of, higher education reforms and, 05 Win. 3, 4, 7; Muskingum College, Ohio, lowered tuition at, 01 Win. 3–5; Olin Foundation grants [box], 98 Win. 3; Paul Simon, Southern Illinois University Public Policy Institute, policy conferences of, 99 Win. 7,
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10; 99 Win. 7, 10; remedial education, CSU proposed removal of, 95 Fall 1, 16, 17, 20; SFSU, remedial math at [box], 95 Fall 20; San Jose State University campus and city library, 01 Fall 6, 7; UC Berkeley, admissions process of, 95 Spr. 7; UC Berkeley applicants [box], 98 Spr. 8; UC Berkeley and Novartis agreement, 99 Fall 1, 14–16; UC Merced, 01 Win. 1, 6–8; University of Houston, Texas, diversity at [box], 02 Sum. 14; Virginia colleges and universities, budget cuts to, 02 Fall 1, 14–16

Is a College Degree Worth its High Cost [Other Voices]? (Daniel Cheever), 96 Win. 11

Is it a Shell Game? Colorado’s controversial new way of handing out its higher education money (Susan C. Thomson), 07 Win. 3–5

Is the Door Closing? The narrowing of higher education opportunity (Patrick Callan editorial), 99 Spr. 4

Is Reading Dead? University-affiliated literary journals struggle to maintain funding as they compete for shrinking audience (Robert A. Jones), 05 Win. 8, 9

Ivy Tech State College, Indiana: and Indiana community college initiative, 00 Win. 10, 11; 06 Win. 7, 8, 11

Is Low Tuition Welfare for the Rich? [Other Voices]? (Allen Calvin), 95 Spr. 10

It Could Have Been Much Worse; How the terrorist attacks have impacted the academic community [Other Voices] (Robert O’Neil), 02 Win. 11, 12

Jackson State, Mississippi, 1975 anti-segregation lawsuit and, 04 Sum. 9–11

Jeffrey, Katharine, on: financial aid, graduate vs. undergraduate, 94 Win. 12

Johnson, Aubrey, on: University of Georgia, 05 Win. 1, 15, 16

Johnstone, D. Bruce, on: learning productivity [Other Voices], 94 Win. 11, 12

Jones, Robert A., on: Berea College, 04 Sum. 1, 5, 6; Colorado higher education, funding for, 05 Fall 3–5; Dillard University, Hurricane Katrina’s effect on, 06 Win. 1, 4–6; literary journals, universities, partnership between, decline in, 05 Win. 8, 9; male enrollment, decline in, 05 Spr. 6–8; UC Davis, housing project and biolab, 03 Fall 5–7; University of New Mexico, graduation project, 04 Spr. 4, 5, 11; Virginia higher education, 05 Sum. 1, 14–16

Jones County Junior College. See under Mississippi community colleges.

Jones, Roberts, on: higher education, societal changes [Other Voices], 02 Sum. 10, 11
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Jones, Stan, on: Indiana higher education, 06 Win. 7, 8, 11; Measuring Up 2000, 01 Win. 5A–6A [Supplement]

Jordan, Stephen, on: College Opportunity Fund, 07 Win. 4, 5; vouchers [Other Voices], 02 Fall 12, 13

Joyce, Kevin: and fixed tuition, 05 Fall 14, 16

Joyner, Don, on: East Carolina University, retention at, 06 Fall 1, 14–16

K–12 and: college preparatory assessment [Other Voices], 00 Fall, 11, 12; high school exit exams [Other Voices], 00 Fall 10, 11; 03 Win. 13, 14 [Other Voices]; higher education cooperation [Other Voices], 98 Fall 10, 11; vs. higher education, difference in public attitudes toward [Other Voices], 00 Win. 12, 13; higher education, standards of [Other Voices], 99 Fall 11; postsecondary cooperation, 99 Win. 2; postsecondary disconnect, 00 Fall, 11, 12; postsecondary education, gap between [Other Voices], 03 Spr. 12, 13; senior slump [Other Voices], 00 Fall 11, 12

Keck Graduate Institute of Applied Life Sciences, 98 Win. 2–4

Keeping the California Dream (Patrick Callan editorial), 93 Fall 3

Keeping Them in College; East Carolina University’s efforts to improve retention and graduation rates (Don Campbell), 06 Fall 1, 14–16

Kentucky higher education: data on [box], 97 Fall 4; 00 Sum. 6; reforms, 97 Fall 1, 4, 5; 00 Sum. 1, 5–7; reform legislation for, 05 Fall 6, 7, 10; reform of, and spending cuts, 02 Win. 1, 4, 5; legislators and state universities, connections between [box], 00 Sum. 5

Kentucky by the Numbers [box], 00 Sum. 6

Kentucky’s Grand Agenda: Can the state’s ambitious postsecondary education reforms continue to move forward? (William Trombley), 00 Sum. 1, 5–7

Kentucky’s Moderate Spending Cuts; Reduced higher education funding may jeopardize recent reforms (William Trombley), 02 Win. 1, 4, 5

Kentucky’s Rocky Road; Recent reform legislation produces results, but faces tough challenges (Kay Mills), 05 Fall 6, 7, 10

Kerr, Clark, on: interview, California higher education, California Master Plan, 93 Spr. 2, 3; proposed tenth UC campus, 94 Spr. 5; three-year degree, 93 Fall 7; tribute to, by Sheldon Rothblatt, 04 Win. 2, 3. See also California Master Plan for Higher Education
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Kerschner, Lee, on: California higher education, political change and [Other Voices], 95 Win. 10 higher education systems [Other Voices], 93 Spr. 7; MnSCU, tuition policy conference of, [Other Voices], 98 Win. 12, 13;

Killea, Lucy, interview with, on: CA higher education, issues in, 95 Win. 2

Killing Academic Freedom Softly; The muzzling of professors who do not enjoy the luxury of tenure [Other Voices] (David L. Kirp), 05 Fall 12, 13

Kipp, Sam, on: Cal State tuition hikes, 93 Spr. 1; fees and accessibility, 93 Spr. 6

Kirkland, Joh-Anna, profile of (Susan C. Thomson), 06 Spr. 8, 9

Kirp, David L., on: academic freedom, non-tenured professors and, 05 Fall 12, 13; admissions, diversity and, 07 Win. 10, 11; Gates, Bill, new university founded by [Other Voices], 04 Win. 13, 14; higher education, marketing of [Other Voices], 06 Win. 13, 14; interview with, 04 Spr. 2, 3; Lawrence Summers, comments of, criticism of [Other Voices], 05 Spr. 12; undergraduate curriculum, 1828 Yale committee report [Other Voices], 03 Fall 12, 13; UC Berkeley admissions [Other Voices], 04 Win. 11, 12

Kirwan, William E. “Brit”, and the University System of Maryland, “Effectiveness and Efficiency” campaign of, 06 Spr. 15, 16

Kirst, Michael, on: admissions and class rankings [Other Voices], 00 Spr. 11, 12; K–12 college prep, disconnect [Other Voices], 00 Fall, 11, 12; K–12 and postsecondary education, gap between [Other Voices], 03 Spr. 12, 13; remedial education [Other Voices] 07 Win. 11, 12; senior slump [Other Voices], 00 Fall 11, 12; standards, K–12 vs. higher education [Other Voices], 99 Fall 11; test standardization, lack of, 97 Win. 3. See also K–12

The Kiss of Death? An alternative view of college remediation [Other Voices] (Clifford Adelman), 98 Sum. 11

Krutsch, Phyllis: on public university trustees [Other Voices], 97 Fall 12

Kuh, George, and the Virginia B. Smith Award, 05 Spr. 2

Kuhn, Thomas, 99 Fall 13, 14

Kulongoski, Ted, and: Oregon higher education, funding of, 07 Win. 8–10; Oregon’s State Board of Higher Education, 04 Sum. 7, 8, 11

LaGuardia Community College, New York, 02 Spr. 6–8; 03 Win. 1; data on [box], 02 Spr. 7
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LaGuardia by the Numbers [box], 02 Spr. 7

Laird, Bob, on: college admissions policies [Other Voices] 03 Fall 10, 11; the College Board, direction of [Other Voices], 04 Spr. 12, 13. See also Affirmative Action

Laird, David Jr., on: Measuring Up 2000, 01 Win. 6A [Supplement]

Lamont, Thomas: and Illinois higher education, affordability of, 05 Fall 16

Lancaster, Tom, on: plagiarism, 06 Win. 1, 16

Landmark Report Deserves the Attention of Anyone Concerned with the Future of Higher Education [Supplement] (Robert Atwell), 06 Fall 1A–2A

language, politically correct [Other Voices], 02 Spr. 12, 13; technical, jargon [Other Voices], 04 Win. 13, 14

Lapovsky, Lucie, on: NCCHE, Report of, 98 Spr. 18, 19

Las Vegas, college-going rate, 98 Spr. 9–11

Latino Enrollment Falls at UC; “Social Fabric Threatened” (William Trombley), 93 Spr. 5

Leadership in Times of Crisis (Patrick Callan editorial), 95 Win. 3

Learning about Teaching: If the students don’t get it, what’s the point? [Other Voices] (Andrea Conklin Bueschel) 07 Win. http://www.highereducation.org/crosstalk/ct0107/voices0107-bueschel.shtml

Learning Online; Canada’s Athabasca University offers college courses at the click of a mouse (Kay Mills), 01 Fall 1, 14–16. See also distance learning

Leave Politics at the Door [Other Voices] (Gordon Davies), 97 Spr. 19

Leavitt, Michael, interview with, on: higher education, expanding technology in, 96 Spr. 2, 3

Lee, Wen Ho: 00 Spr. 1; 02 Win. 6

A Legacy to Overcome; The University of Georgia hopes to become a more desirable destination for black students (Don Campbell), 05 Win. 1, 15, 16

Levine, Arthur, on: Commission on the Future of Higher Education, report of [Supplement] 06 Fall 4A, 5A; education programs, problems with [Other Voices], 05 Sum. 12, 13; Measuring Up 2000, 01 Win. 6A [Supplement]
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Levy, Aiala, on: Outdoor Action program, 04 Fall 8–10

*Life Goes On at Los Alamos; national lab focuses on new projects after two difficult years* (Carl Irving), 02 Win. 6, 7, 10. *See also* Scientists Under Suspicion, 00 Spr. 1, 14–16

*A Line in the Sand; Cal State moves to eliminate remedial courses* (Carl Irving), 95 Fall 1, 16, 17, 20. *See also* remedial education

*A Lineup of Course Providers* [box], 98 Win. 6

*The Literacy of America’s College Students* [Other Voices], Elliot, Emerson J., on, 06 Spr. 13, 14

Livingston, Jeffrey, on: Western Governors University, 98 Win. 1, 6, 7

Locke, Gary, on: Information Age, adapting higher education to [Other Voices], 98 Sum. 14

Lockyer, Bill, on: higher education committee proposal dropped [California Notes], 94 Fall 9; UC Regent meeting controversy, 94 Spr. 4;

Long, Bridget Terry, on: Commission on the Future of Higher Education, report of [Supplement], 06 Fall 5A; remedial education, controversy over [Other Voices] 05 Fall 11, 12

Longanecker, David, on: Western Governors University, 06 Spr. 2, 3

Los Alamos National Laboratories: 00 Spr. 1, 14–16; 02 Win. 6, 7, 10; management of, politics and, 04 Fall 1, 4, 5

Los Angeles Community Colleges: Phelps, Donald, on, 94 Spr. 2; unions and, 94 Spr. 2

Losing Ground, NCPPHE report: 02 Spr. 3; Callan, Patrick on, 02 Spr. 2

*Losing Ground; Tuition increases outpace family income* (Patrick Callan editorial), 02 Spr. 2

Louisiana higher education: E. Joseph Savoie on, 06 Fall 9, 11; and Hurricane Katrina, 06 Fall 9–11

Ludwig, Jeanne Suhr, on: CPEC, Report of, 94 Win. 8

Lynn, David, on: literary journals, universities, partnership between, decline in, 05 Win. 9
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Lyons, Mary, on: California Maritime Academy, reform of, 95 Spr. 8

MALDEF: and UC Latino enrollment, 93 Spr. 5. See also affirmative action

Macalester College, Minnesota, and September 11, 02 Win. 1, 15, 16

MacGregor, Jean, and the Virginia B. Smith Award, 04 Win. 3

Maloney, John, on: Rawlings, Howard “Pete”, tribute to, 04 Win. 2

MnSCU Statistics [box], 97 Fall 3

Making College More Affordable; skyrocketing tuitions threaten to place college out of reach for all but the wealthy [Other Voices] (Jerry Davis), 01 Spr. 13

Making the Grade; The SAT versus the GPA [Other Voices] (Rebecca Zwick), 01 Sum. 10, 11

Maeroff, Gene, on: distance learning, working adults and [Other Voices], 03 Spr. 13, 14. See also distance learning

Maloney, Tim, on: Rawlings, Howard “Pete”, tribute to, 04 Win. 2

Making a Difference; “College Match” helps low-income students to compete on an equal footing (Anne C. Roark), 04 Sum. 2–4

Making the Grade; Provided a context for discussing higher education (Stan Jones), 01 Win. 5A–6A [Supplement]

A Mandate for Change; Business and university leaders seek to work together [Other Voices] (Milton Goldberg), 00 Spr. 12, 13

Marcus, Jon, on: CUNY, admissions and, 05 Spr. 1, 14–16; CUNY, enrollment and, 05 Spr., 1, 14–16; CUNY, remedial education and, 00 Win. 1, 14–16; 05 Spr. 1, 14–16; distance education, British Open University, 99 Sum. 1, 14–16; England universities, overhaul, 03 Sum. 1, 15, 16; English universities, “top-up” tuition and, 04 Sum. 1, 14–16; grade inflation, 02 Sum. 1, 8, 9; Florida’s public education, governance changes to, 06 Fall 1, 11–13; Hampshire College, Massachusetts, 00 Sum. 8–10; [Letters to the Editor] 02 Fall, 2; higher education reporting [Other Voices], 99 Spr. 12, 13; Ireland, higher education in, 06 Fall 1, 14–16; New York universities, governing boards, 01 Sum. 1, 13–16; Olin College, 02 Spr. 1, 14–16; Smith College, Massachusetts, 00 Fall 1, 15, 16; Rhode Island, educational system and problems of, 06 Win. 2, 3, 6; Southern Maine Partnership, 99 Fall 1, 4, 5
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Markoe, Merrill, on: affirmative action, UC Berkeley admissions process, changes in [Other Voices], 96 Spr. 19. See also affirmative action

A Massive Overhaul; England’s Universities Are About to Undergo the Most Dramatic Restructuring Since the 1960s (Jon Marcus), 03 Sum 1, 15, 16

Math Emporium; The use of technology has changed the way Virginia Tech’s introductory math classes are taught (Kay Mills) 05 Win. 5–7

Mathews, Joe, on: CUNY’s chairwoman, 97 Fall 1, 15, 16

McCabe, Donald, on: plagiarism, 06 Win. 15, 16

McCabe, Robert, interview with, on: remedial education, 00 Fall 2, 3. See also remedial education

McCurdy, Jack, on: California community colleges, enrollment, decline in, 94 Spr. 1, 6, 7; California community colleges, tax revenues, decline in, 94 Spr. 1, 7, 8; California community colleges, technology and modernization of, 94 Win. 4, 7;

McDuff, Nancy, on: University of Georgia, admissions and, 05 Win. 15, 16

McGuinness, Aims, on: higher education, state coordination and governance of [Other Voices], 97 Fall 13

McKeon, Howard, interview with, on: tuition and fee cost control, related Congressional bill, 03 Spr. 2

McPherson, Michael, and Schapiro, Morton, on: financial aid programs, affluent students and [Other Voices], 00 Sum. 13; Measuring Up 2000, 01 Win. 6A–7A [Supplement]. See also financial aid

The Meaning of the Baccalaureate [Other Voices] (Margaret Miller), 98 Fall 12, 13

Meaningful, Measurable Goals; Measuring Up 2000 has generated spirited discussions (Kala Stroup), 01 Win. 8A [Supplement]

Measuring Academic Potential; Is the SAT II the answer to the college admissions dilemma [Other Voices]? (Rebecca Zwick), 01 Fall 12, 13

Measuring Student Performance, 02 Win. 2

Measuring Up (Carl Irving), 95 Spr. 7

Measuring Up 2000: Ashe, Kathleen, on, 01 Win. 4A [Supplement]; Callan, Patrick, on, 01 Win. 2; Eaton, Judith, on, 01 Win. 4A [Supplement]; Gormley, William Jr., on, 01
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Win. 4A–5A [Supplement]; grading information, 01 Win. 2A [Supplement]; Imeson, Tom, on, 01 Win. 5A [Supplement]; Jones, Stan, on, 01 Win. 5A–6A [Supplement]; Laird, David, on 01 Win. 6A [Supplement]; Levine, Arthur, on, 01 Win. 6A [Supplement]; National Press Club event, 01 Win. 3A [Supplement]; Portch, Stephen, on, 01 Win. 6A [Supplement]; reactions, appraisal on, 01 Win. 1A–8A [Supplement]; Rock, Philip, on, 01. Win. 7A–8A [Supplement]; state grades, 01 Win. 2A [Supplement]; state reactions to, 01 Win. 1A [Supplement]; Stonington, Emily, on, 01 Win. 8A [Supplement]; Stroup, Kala, on, 01 Win. 8A [Supplement]; questions and answers about, 01 Win. 2A [Supplement]

*Measuring Up 2000 and Beyond* (Patrick Callan editorial), 01 Win. 2


*Measuring Up 2000 is Released at the National Press Club*, 01 Win. 3A [Supplement]

*Measuring Up 2004: reaction to, 04 Fall 1A, 4A [Supplement]; symposium for, quotes from, 04 Fall 2A, 3A [Supplement]*

*Measuring Up 2006: Callan, Patrick editorial on, 06 Fall 3; symposium for, 06 Fall 4, 5

*Measuring Up on College-Level Learning*, 05 Fall 2

*Mega-Merger in Minnesota; Anticipated gains in savings and efficiency prove to be elusive* (William Trombley), 97 Fall 2, 3

Melik-Bakhshyan, Marianna, on: interview with [Supplement] 04 Win. 3A–4A.

*Member States* [box], 98 Win. 7

Mendenhall, Robert, and Western Governors University, 06 Spr. 1, 3

Mertes, David: and International Community College, appointed president of [California Notes] 96 Fall 11; resignation of [California Notes], 96 Win. 7, 8

*Message in a Bottle: Why a 19th-Century Critique of Higher Education Remains Timely* [Other Voices] (David L. Kirp), 03 Fall 12, 13

Mexican-American Legal Defense and Education Fund. See MALDEF

Meyers, Terry L., on: fees, hidden [Other Voices], 06 Win. 12

Michigan, governor of. See Granholm, Jennifer

Middle College High School: and Excel program, 03 Win. 1, 8–10
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Midwestern Higher Education Policy Summit (William Trombley), 98 Sum. 6

The Military’s Next Generation; Prestigious National Defense University seeks to create strategic thinkers (Kathy Witkowsky), 03 Spr. 1, 15, 16

Miller, Andrew, on: National Merit Scholarship Program, 05 Spr. 1, 3

Miller, Charles, on: Commission on the Future of Higher Education, Report of, 06 Fall 8A

Miller, Margaret, on: baccalaureate degree, meaning of [Other Voices], 98 Fall 12, 13

Miller, Zell, on: Georgia higher education and HOPE scholarship, 98 Fall 1, 7–9; 03 Sum. 1, 4–5.

Mills, Kay, on: Advanced Placement, California minorities, 02 Spr. 1, 4, 5, 8; Advanced Placement incentive program, Dallas community and, 03 Spr. 8–10; Athabasca University, Canada, distance learning at, 01 Fall, 1, 14–16; British Columbia, distance learning, 01 Fall 3–5, 7; CSU, college preparation for, high school students’ English and Math skills and, 04 Fall 6, 7; California community colleges, budget cuts, 03 Sum. 8–10; Community College of Denver, first-generation program, 04 Win. 4, 5; distance learning, Eastern Oregon University, Washington State University; distance learning, course redesign, 02 Sum. 5–7; Florida community colleges, baccalaureate degrees and, 03 Win. 6, 7, 10; Kentucky higher education, reform legislation for, 05 Fall 6, 7, 10; Marianna Melik-Bakhshyan, interview with, [Supplement] 04 Win. 3A–4A; Matthew Zepeda, interview with [Supplement] 04 Win. 8A; Mississippi, “historically black universities,” 1975 anti-segregation lawsuit and, 04 Sum. 9–11; Oregon higher education, funding of, Governor Kulongoski and, 07 Win. 8–10; University of Southern California, fundraising for, 05 Sum. 3–5; Virginia Tech, Math Emporium of, 05 Win. 5–7; UC Santa Cruz, changes at, 01 Spr. 1, 4, 6; the University System of Maryland, “Effectiveness and Efficiency” campaign of, 06 Spr. 1, 15, 16; Virginia community colleges, 06 Win. 9–11; Washington state public higher education, fiscal problems of, 02 Fall, 5, 6, 7

Minnesota State Colleges and Universities system: 97 Fall 2, 3; statistics on [box] 97 Fall 3; tuition policy conference of [Other Voices], 98 Win. 13

Mississippi community colleges: and Hurricane Katrina, 05 Fall 1, 8–10; Jones County Junior College, and Hurricane Katrina, 05 Fall 1, 8, 10; Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College, and Hurricane Katrina, 05 Fall 1, 8–10; Pearl River Community College, and Hurricane Katrina, 05 Fall 1, 8–10

Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College. See under Mississippi community colleges.
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Mississippi, “historically black universities,” 1975 anti-segregation lawsuit and, 04 Sum. 9–11

Mississippi Valley State, Mississippi, 1975 anti-segregation lawsuit and, 04 Sum. 9–11

Missouri higher education: on tuition and state funding cuts, 03 Fall 1, 8–9

Minority Enrollments at Texas’ Flagship Campuses [box], 02 Sum. 15

A Mixed Blessing? Critics object to Mississippi’s settlement of a 1975 anti-segregation lawsuit involving the state’s “historically black universities” (Kay Mills), 04 Sum. 9–11

The Modern University [Other Voices] (James Duderstadt), 95 Fall 18, 19

Moe, Roger, on: Minnesota colleges and universities, merger of, problems with, 97 Fall 2, 3

Mojave High School, California, and Advanced Placement, CA minorities, 02 Spr. 1, 4, 5, 8

Montana two-year colleges, 05 Sum. 8, 9, 14

Montana Tech., mining project of, 98 Win. 8–10

Moore, Richard, on: higher education, Nevada, improvement in, 98 Spr. 9–11

Moore, Tameisha, on: University of Georgia, 05 Win. 1, 15, 16

“More Better Faster”; Oregon’s newly appointed Board of Higher Education grapples with a legacy of disinvestment (Pamela Burdman), 04 Sum. 7, 8, 11

More Than 13 Ways of Looking at Degree Attainment [Other Voices] (Clifford Adelman), 98 Fall 11, 12

Mortenson, Thomas G: college rankings of [California Notes], 97 Spr. 18; male enrollment, decline in, 05 Spr. 6–8

Mosbacher, Jr., Robert: on, State Scholars Initiative [Other Voices], 04 Spr. 13, 14

Moskow, Michael H., on: higher education, social compact of [Other Voices], 06 Win. 14

Ms. Machiavelli; City University of New York’s controversial chairwoman (Joe Mathews), 97 Fall, 1, 15, 16
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Munitz, Barry, and: CA budget increases, 96 Win. 6; CA placement tests, review of, 96 Spr. 20; CSU Channel Islands proposal, 97 Spr. 20; CSU Fort Ord/ Monterey Bay, 93 Fall 4, 5; CSU enrollment, staff retirements, 94 Spr. 4; CSU trustees, decentralization, 96 Spr. 7–14 [Supplement]; enrollment downsizing, 94 Win. 1, 7; higher education, new leadership for, 96 Spr. 16–18; internal funds, 94 Spr. 6;

Murdock, Steven, on: ten-percent plan, 06 Fall 8; Texas demographics, 06 Fall 8

Muscatine, Charles, on: humanities, research in, teaching of, [Other Voices], 94 Spr. 10, 11

Muskingum College, Ohio, lowered tuition at, 01 Win. 3–5

*Muskingum College’s Gutsy Move; Slashing tuition five years ago reversed a chronic enrollment decline* (Carl Irving), 01 Win. 3–5

Narrative Evaluations [box], 01 Spr. 6

The National Center for Public Policy and Higher Education’s Board of Directors, 99 Win. 3

National Commission on the Cost of Higher Education (NCCHE): Congressional requests vs. work of [box], 98 Spr. 19; final report of, comments on, 98 Win. 5, 12–19; history of [box], 98 Spr. 15; members of [box], 98 Spr. 16, 17; report of, varying perspectives on, 98 Spr. 12–19

National Defense University, 03 Spr. 1, 15, 16

National Forum on College-Level Learning, 02 Win. 2

National Merit Scholarship Program (NMSP), 05 Spr. 1, 3–5

National Roundtable on Leadership and Public Purposes, 02 Fall 1A–8A [Supplement]; participants in [box], 02 Fall 8A

Navarro, Susana: and the Virginia B. Smith Award, 01 Win. 2

*Neither Bold nor Illuminating* (Ron Cowell), 98 Spr. 13, 14

Nesbitt, Tim, on: Oregon higher education, financial aid for, 07 Win. 9

*Nevada by the Numbers* [box], 98 Spr. 10

Nevada System of Higher Education: and James Rogers, 07 Win. 1, 5–7

*The New Accountability; The potential of performance compacts in higher education* [Other Voices] (William Zumeta), 07 Win. 12, 13
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A New Admissions Game; Class rankings replace affirmative action [Other Voices] (Michael Kirst), 00 Spr. 11, 12

The New Advanced Placement Push; Emphasis on the popular college-level courses increases (Pamela Burdman), 00 Sum. 1, 14–16. See also Advanced Placement tests

The New American College [Other Voices] (Frank Wong), 94 Fall 10, 11

A New British Invasion? Open University Struggles in the United States (William Trombley), 99 Sum. 1, 6, 7

New Campus Still Faces Obstacles; After being postponed for a year, UC Merced hopes to open in fall 2005 (William Trombley), 04 Spr. 9–11 See also UC Merced

New College Accreditation Proposals (William Trombley), 94 Win. 5

New Leadership for Higher Education [Other Voices] (Barry Munitz), 96 Spr. 16–18

New Life for USC (Kay Mills) 05 Sum. 3–5

A New National Agenda (Patrick Callan editorial), 97 Fall 6

A New National Center; Examining the Dramatic Changes That Have Taken Place in Recent Decades and the Challenges to Come (Patrick Callan), 97 Fall 7–10 [Supplement]

New Role for Coordinating Board [box] (William Trombley), 96 Win. 5

New Survey Results; Public opinion poll reveals optimistic views about California higher education, 97 Win. 1, 16

New Tax Credits; Federal legislation presents states with important policy options (Kristin Conklin), 99 Win. 11, 12

A New Vocabulary [Other Voices] (Arthur Hauptman), 95 Win. 10

New York universities: governance, 01 Sum. 1, 13–16

Newman, Frank, on: higher education accountability [Other Voices], 03 Sum. 11, 12

Nichols, Jane, on: James Rogers, 07 Win. 6, 7

Nine Principles; Serving the public good in a time of changing governance models for colleges and universities [Other Voices] (Joseph C. Burke); 05 Fall 13, 14
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No Bard by the Bay; Cal State Monterey Bay stresses a “multicultural, global and multilingual” curriculum (Carl Irving), 97 Win. 1, 4, 5, 17. See also CSU–Fort Ord: Vision or Mirage?; under CSU

“Non-need” Grants: The merits—and demerits—of state merit aid programs [Other Voices] (Kenneth Redd), 02 Fall 11, 12

non-tenured faculty: [Other Voices] 94 Fall 10

Northern Arizona University, distance learning at, 97 Spr. 16, 17

Northwestern Missouri State University, quality culture of, 05 Spr. 9–11

No Time for Teaching; Is the school year too short? [Other Voices] (Milton Greenberg), 97 Win. 19

Novartis Pharmaceuticals; 99 Spr. 1, 12; 99 Fall 1, 14–16

Nussbaum, Tom, and: California Community Colleges, Acting Chancellor of [California Notes], 96 Fall 11

Of Precept, Policy and Practice; A National Roundtable on Leadership and Public Purposes Considers the Relationship of Higher Education Institutions to Their States, 02 Fall, 1A–8A [Supplement]

Ohio higher education: and OhioLINK, library system, 03 Sum. 6, 7, 14

Oklahoma’s Brain Gain; A comprehensive drive to increase the percentage of state residents with college degrees (Pamela Burdman), 05 Win. 1, 10, 11

Olin College, 98 Win. 2–4; grants for [box], 98 Win. 3; undergraduate engineering, 02 Spr. 1, 14–16

Olin Foundation, engineering grants, 98 Win. 2–4

Olin, Robert, and the Virginia B. Smith Award, 03 Win. 2

Olson, Lynn, on: Commission on the Future of Higher Education, report of [Supplement], 06 Fall 3A

O’Malley, Susan, and CUNY, remediation at, testing at, 05 Spr. 15, 16

On Its Own Terms; After a controversial restructuring, Bennington College continues its non-traditional approach (Kathy Witkowsky), 02 Sum. 3, 4, 7

O’Neil, John, on: higher education, return to the mission of[Other Voices], 95 Win. 11
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O’Neil, Robert, on: September 11 and academic freedom, effect on [Other Voices], 03, Win. 11–13; [Other Voices] 04 Sum. 12–14; [Other Voices] 05 Sum. 10, 11; September 11 and foreign students, visiting scholars, effect on [Other Voices] 04 Fall 11, 12; and higher education, effect on [Other Voices], 02 Win. 11, 12

On-line on Campus [box] (Carl Irving), 97 Win. 4

The Online Learning Boom; Tailoring college to the needs of working adults [Other Voices] (Gene Maeroff), 03 Spr. 13, 14. See also distance learning

The Opportunity Gap; Campus diversity and the new economy [Other Voices] (Anthony Carnevale), 00 Spr. 10, 11

opportunity: tuition hikes, affected by, 93 Spr. 2. See also tuition

Oregon: education plan [box], 94 Fall 6; Edison, Cynthia, on: Oregon higher education, borrowing for, 07 Win. 8, 9; higher education, borrowing for, Cynthia Edison on, 07 Win. 8, 9; higher education, Dave Frohmayer on, 07 Win. 8–10; higher education, financial aid for, 07 Win. 9; higher education, funding for, George Pernsteiner on, 07 Win. 8–10; higher education, state financial support for, decline in, 94 Fall 1,6–8; higher education system, public corporation plan for [box], 94 Fall 6; Measure 5; higher education, budget crisis, 03 Fall 3, 4, 7; State Board of Higher Education, state disinvestment and, 04 Sum. 7, 8, 11

Our National Underperformance; Is American higher education still the best in the world? (Patrick Callan editorial), 0 Fall 3

Outdoor Action program, 04 Fall 8–10

Outreach, Texas Style [box], 00 Win. 8

PQP: Illinois program, 96 Win. 1, 4, 5, 8; Illinois Board of Higher Education, 96 Win. 5, 98 Fall 1, 14, 15

Paolucci, Anne, and CUNY: 97 Fall 1, 15, 16; correction on picture of, 98 Win. 10

paradigm, meaning and trend in usage of [Other Voices]. 99 Fall 13, 14

Pataki, George E., and: university governance, 01 Sum. 1, 13–16

Partisan Political Battles [Other Voices] (Gerald Baliles), 97 Fall 11

PATRIOT Act. See under Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism (USA PATRIOT) Act.
Patton, Paul: and Kentucky higher education, changes to, 97 Fall 1, 4, 5; Kentucky higher education, reform legislation for, 05 Fall 6, 7, 10

*Patton's Reforms; Kentucky governor brings change to postsecondary education* (Robert Garrett), 97 Fall 1, 4, 5

*Paul Simon's New Public Policy Institute; Former senator's clout helps attract big names to policy conferences* (Carl Irving), 99 Win. 7, 10

Pawnet State: trustees, tuition policy of [Other Voices], 94 Win. 10

Pearl River Community College. See under Mississippi community colleges.

Peltason, Jack, and: CA public higher education systems, greater legislative oversight of, 94 Spr. 4; higher education committee proposal dropped [California Notes], 94 Fall 9; [California Notes], 95 Win. 8; salary vs. David Gardner, 94 Spr. 4; UC, budget crisis of, 1, 4, 5, 12; UC faculty retirement, 94 Spr. 5;

*Performance-Based Budgeting; South Carolina's new plan mired in detail and confusion* (William Trombley), 98 Win. 1, 14–16

*A Personal Letter: Commission Chairman Charles Miller Addresses Secretary of Education Margaret Spellings [Supplement] (Charles Miller),* 06 Fall 8A

Persteiner, George, on: Oregon higher education, funding for, 07 Win. 8–10

Phelps, Donald, interview with, on: Los Angeles Community Colleges, unions, 94 Win. 2

*A Picaresque Journey* [Other Voices] (Elaine Hairston), 96 Spr. 18, 19

*Picking the Perfect Freshman Class; Balancing the academic and nonacademic goals of admissions policy* [Other Voices] (Rebecca Zwick), 02 Win. 13

plagiarism: and technology for the use of, 06 Win. 1, 15, 16

*The Plagiarism Plague; In the internet era, cheating has become an epidemic on college campuses* (Don Campbell), 06 Win. 1, 15, 16

“Plain Living”; Berea College makes a commitment to the welfare of its students and its community (Robert A. Jones), 04 Sum. 1, 5, 6

“Please Admit Poor, Pitiful Me” [Other Voices] (Merrill Markoe), 96 Spr. 19

“Policy Speak” in the Crosshairs: Jargon-heads face friendly fire [Other Voices] (Todd Sallo), 04 Win. 13, 14
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political engagement, Charles Reeds’ rules for [box], 02 Spr. 13

*Political Football; Partisan politics could determine management of Los Alamos laboratory* (Carl Irving), 04 Fall 1, 4, 5

*Political Passages; The relationship of politics and higher education* [Other Voices] (Elaine Hairston), 97 Fall 13

*Politicking University Governance; Conservatives appointed by Governor Pataki and Mayor Giuliani now control governing boards of New York’s public universities* (Jon Marcus), 01 Sum. 1, 13–16. *See also* Letters to the Editor, 01 Fall 2

politics and: CA, economics, 97 Spr. 1, 20; CA higher education, change and [Other Voices], 95 Win. 10; CA higher education, relationship between, Schrag, Peter, on, 97 Spr. 2, 17; engagement in, Charles Reed’s rules for [box], 02 Spr. 13; higher education [Other Voices], 97 Fall 11, interference from [Other Voices], 97 Spr. 19, relationship between [Other Voices], 97 Fall 13; Los Alamos laboratory, management of, 04 Fall 1, 4, 5; Virginia education, 97 Spr. 1, 6, 15

*The Politics of Education* (William Trombley) [box], 94 Fall 4

*Poll: Californians Fear College Opportunity Is Slipping Away* (Frank Bowen), 93 Fall 1, 9

Portch, Stephen: on Georgia higher education, HOPE scholarship, 98 Fall 1, 7–9; interview with, on Georgia higher education, 00 Sum. 2, 3; Measuring Up 2000, 01 Win. 6A [Supplement]. *See also* HOPE Scholarship, Georgia; distance learning

Porreca, Ric: and Colorado higher education, privatization of, 05 Fall 5; University of Colorado-Boulder, enrollment at, 05 Fall 4, 5

*Preparing for Success in College; California State University is working closely with high schools to improve English and math skills* (Kay Mills), 04 Fall 6, 7

*Preparing Unprepared Students; Cal State Northridge offers a special summer program* (William Trombley), 99 Fall 6, 7. *See also* remedial education

presidential pay [Other Voices], 04 Sum. 12

*Press Release Journalism; Higher education reporting is not tough enough* [Other Voices] (Jon Marcus), 99 Spr. 12, 13

Princeton University, New Jersey, Outdoor Action program at, 04 Fall 8–10

Priorities, Quality, Productivity. *See PQP*
“Priorities, Quality, Productivity”; Ambitious Illinois program surpasses expectations (William Trombley), 96 Win. 1, 4, 5, 8

productivity: higher education and, 95 Win. 2, 3; learning and, 94 Win. 11, 12

Productivity of Learning [Other Voices] (D. Bruce Johnstone), 94 Win. 11, 12

Professional Peons [Other Voices] (Robin Wilson), 94 Fall 10

Professional Prose; why do they write like that [Other Voices]? (Todd Sallo), 01 Sum. 11, 12

Project Delta Initiative: distance learning, Stanford, 94 Spr. 1, 6, 7; pilot programs, 94 Spr. 1, 6–8. See also distance learning

A Promise Worth Keeping, 97 Spr. 7–14 [Supplement]

Proposal Gains National Support (William Trombley), 93 Fall 6, 7. See also A Fresh Look at the Three-Year Degree, same issue 6

Provincial California [Other Voices] (Robert Zemsky), 93 Fall 11

A “Public Corporation” Plan for Higher Education (William Trombley) [box], 94 Fall 6

Public Agenda Foundation of NYC: poll by, 93 Spr. 1, 9; 97 Win. 1, 16; survey of, higher education, race and attitudes toward, 00 Spr. 3

The Public Purposes of Higher Education: Us Not Me [Other Voices] (Thomas Ehrlich), 00 Fall 13, 14

Public University Trustees; The “passive culture” of governing boards [Other Voices] (Phyllis M. Krutsch), 97 Fall 12

Public Views on Higher Education [CHEPC Report], 93 Fall 7

Pursuing Higher Standards; Georgia programs seek to align K–12 instruction with higher education (Doug Cumming), 99 Win. 1, 14–16. See also HOPE Scholarship, Georgia

Pushing Advanced Placement; California hopes to include more minority students (Kay Mills), 02 Spr. 1, 4, 5, 8. See also Advanced Placement tests

Pushing Advanced Placement; Dallas business and philanthropic communities lead the way in promoting incentives program (Kay Mills), 03 Spr. 8–10. See also Advanced Placement tests
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Questions and Answers about Measuring Up 2000, 01 Win. 2A [Supplement]

A Quiet Counterrevolution; St. John’s College teaches the classics—and only the classics (Kathy Witkowsky), 99 Spr. 14–16

A Race to the Bottom [Other Voices] (Arthur Levine), 05 Sum. 12, 13

Racial Divide; A new national survey explores attitudes toward higher education (William Trombley), 00 Spr. 3

Ransburg, Ann, on: CSU, college preparation for, high school students’ English and Math skills and, 04 Fall 6, 7

Rawlings, Howard “Pete,” tribute to (Tim Maloney), 04 Win. 2

Reaction to the Spellings Commission Report [Supplement], 06 Fall 1A–8A

Recent National Center Reports, 05 Fall 2

Redd, Kenneth, on: merit aid [Other Voices], 02 Fall 11, 12

Reducing the Dangers of Debt [Other Voices] (Robert Shireman), 05 Sum. 10, 11

Reed, Charles: Commission on the Future of Higher Education, report of [Supplement], 06 Fall 6A; interview with, on: student-centered higher education, teacher education, 99 Fall 2, 3; political engagement, rules for [box], 02 Spr. 13

Reeves-Bracco, Kathy, on: Colorado Electronic Community College, 98 Fall 5

Reflections on the Cost Commission (Jonathan Brown), 98 Spr. 12, 13

A Regental Reply [box] (Meredith J. Khachigian, Clair W. Burgener, Roy T. Brophy, Howard H. Leach), 96 Win. 3

The Remedial Controversy [box], 98 Sum. 2, 10

remedial education, and: Adelman, Clifford, on [Other Voices], 98 Sum. 11; CSU proposed removal of, 95 Fall 1, 3, 16, 17, 20; CUNY controversy over, 98 Sum. 1, 2, 10, 15, 16; CUNY, 00 Win. 1, 14–16; 05 Spr. 1, 14–16; Cal State Northridge, 99 Fall 6, 7; civic responsibilities, 98 Sum. 12, 13; controversy over, [Other Voices], 05 Fall 11, 12; controversy over, state solutions and, [box], 98 Sum. 2, 10; English, Sacramento City College and UC Davis, cooperative program, 95 Win. 5; math, SFSU [box], 95 Fall 20; McCabe, Robert, on, 00 Fall 2, 3; Michael Kirst on [Other Voices] 07 Win. 11, 12; penalizing high schools [California Notes], 96 Win. 7; responsibilities of, 98 Sum. 12, 13
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Remedial Education and Civic Responsibility [Other Voices] (Alexander Astin), 98 Sum. 12, 13

Remedial Education Under Attack; Controversial plans for the City University of New York (William Trombley), 98 Sum. 1, 2, 10, 15, 16. See also Revamping Remedial Education, 00 Win. 1, 14–16; remedial education

Remedial Math at San Francisco State [box] (Carl Irving), 95 Fall 20

The Remediation Debate; Are we serving the needs of underprepared college students? [Other Voices] (Bridget Terry Long), 05 Fall 11, 12

Remote Access; Western Governors University offers “competency-based” higher education, at a distance (Kathy Witkowsky), 06 Spr. 1–4

Republican National Convention, San Diego [California Notes], 96 Fall 11

resource acquisition, vs. resource use, 94 Fall 3

“Responding to the Crisis in College Opportunity” [Supplement], 04 Win. 1A–8A

Restructuring Higher Education: seven recommendations for [Other Voices], 93 Spr. 8

retention: East Carolina University and, 06 Win. 1, 14–16; Geissler, Jayne, on, 06 Fall 14–16; Joyner, Don, on, 06 Fall 1, 14–16; Tinto, Vincent, on 06 Fall 14, 15

Retiring Director Finds Accreditation “Flaws” (William Trombley), 96 Spr. 15

Revamping Remedial Education; City University of New York grapples with a complex web of issues surrounding programs for underprepared students (Jon Marcus), 00 Win. 1, 14–16. See also Remedial Education Under Attack, 98 Sum. 1, 2, 10, 15, 16; remedial education

Revamping the SAT; Will the modified test make the grade? [Other Voices] (Rebecca Zwick), 02 Sum. 12, 13

Revenue Shortfall; Property Tax Revenues Continue to Decline (Jack McCurdy), 94 Spr. 1, 7, 8

Reynolds, Ann: CUNY, departure from, 97 Fall 15, 16

Rhode Island, educational system and problems of, 06 Win. 2, 3, 6

Rio Salado College, Arizona, 01 Spr. 7, 8, 11

Riordan, Timothy, and the Virginia B. Smith Award, 02 Win. 2
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Risser, Paul, on: Brain Gain 2010, 05 Win. 10, 11

The Rising Price of Higher Education (William Trombley), 03 Win. 1A, 12A [Supplement]. See also same issue, 2A–11A [Supplement]

Roark, Anne C., on: applying to college, 04 Spr. 1, 6–8; “College Match” program, 04 Sum. 2–4; Soka University of America, 02 Spr. 9–11; UNLV, 03 Spr. 6, 7, 10

Rock, Philip, on: Measuring Up 2000 [Supplement], 01 Win. 7A–8A

Rodriguez, Guillermo Jr., and Haro, Roberto, on: Latino officials, CSU/UC, lack of [Other Voices], 94 Fall 11

Rogers, James: 07 Win. 1, 5–7

Romer, Roy, interview with, on: higher education, technology and productivity in, 95 Spr. 2, 3; Western Governors University, 06 Spr. 1, 2

Rosenzweig, Robert, on: UC Berkeley-Novartis agreement [Other Voices], 99 Spr. 11, 12; university governance [Other Voices], 98 Win. 11, 12

Rothblatt, Sheldon, on: tribute to Clark Kerr, 04 Win. 2, 3

Roundtable on the Public and Private Finance of Higher Education, 96 Fall 1A–8A [Supplement]

Russo, Alexander, on: DeVry Institutes of Technology, 01 Win. 11, 12; Heli Acevedo, interview with, [Supplement] 04 Win. 3A; Kimberly Silvers, interview with, [Supplement] 04 Win. 7A

Ruth, Mryann, on: United States Air Force Academy, 04 Fall 1, 15, 16

SAT: vs. camp, 01 Fall 1, 8, 9; GPA, 01 Sum. 10, 11; Preliminary SAT/National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test, 05 Spr. 1, 3–5; redesign of [Other Voices], 02 Sum. 12, 13; SAT II and college admissions [Other Voices], 01 Fall 12, 13

SAT Summer Camp: Parents and students hope for a score-raising experience (Kathy Witkowsky), 01 Fall 1, 8, 9

Sacramento City College, and UC Davis, cooperative program, 95 Win. 5

Sacramento Outlook: From Welfare to Work; Anticipated reforms enhance the role of community colleges (William Trombley), 97 Win. 15

Salisbury University and the “Effectiveness and Efficiency” campaign, 06 Spr. 1, 15, 16
Sallo, Todd, on: academic writing [Other Voices], 01 Sum. 11, 12; acronyms [Other Voices], 00 Spr. 13, 14; language, politically correct [Other Voices], 02 Spr. 12, 13; language, technical [Other Voices] 04 Win. 13, 14; paradigm, meaning and trend in usage of [Other Voices], 99 Fall 13, 14

Sample AP Questions [box], 00 Sum. 16

Sample, Steven: and University of Southern California, fundraising of, 05 Sum. 3–5

Sample Test Questions [box], 98 Sum. 15

San Francisco State University: remedial math at [box], 95 Fall 20

San Jose State University, campus and city library, 01 Fall 6, 7

Savoie, E. Joseph, on: Louisiana higher education, Hurricane Katrina and, 06 Fall 9–11

“The Scary Cost of College”: Public concerns remain about the escalating expense of higher education (William Trombley), 00 Win. 1, 5, 6. See also tuition

Schapiro, Morton, and McPherson, Michael, on: financial aid programs, affluent students and [Other Voices], 00 Sum. 13, Measuring Up 2000, 01 Win. 6A–7A [Supplement]. See also financial aid

Schloemann family: and fixed tuition, 05 Fall 1, 15, 16

Scholarship Sweepstakes; National Merit program offers millions in scholarship dollars without regard to financial need (Pamela Burdman), 05 Spr. 1, 3–5

Schrader, Kurt, on: Oregon’s State Board of Higher Education, 04 Sum. 7, 8, 11

Schrag, Peter, interview with, on: CA politics and economics, relation to higher education, 97 Spr. 2, 17

Schwartz, Charles: and Charles Soderquist, conflict between [California Notes], 97 Spr. 18

science, women and minorities in, 96 Fall 10

Scientists Under Suspicion; Government charges hurt morale at a national nuclear weapons laboratory (Carl Irving), 00 Spr. 1, 14–16

The “Seamless System”; Florida’s flurry of dramatic changes in the governance of public education (Jon Marcus), 06 Fall 1, 11–13
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Senior Fellow, 05 Fall 2
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Slater, Gillian, on: English universities, “top-up” tuition and, 04 Sum. 1, 14–16

Slaughter, John B., interview with, on: crisis, CA higher education, 94 Spr. 2

Small State’s Big Challenges; Rhode Island’s educational system grapples with transition from manufacturing economy (Jon Marcus); 06 Win. 2, 3, 6

Smith College, Massachusetts, 00 Fall 1, 15, 16

Smith, Barbara L. and the Virginia B. Smith Award, 04 Win. 3

Smith, Rodney T., on: literary journals, universities, partnership between, decline in, 05 Win. 8, 9

Smith, Virginia, on: curriculum changes, 93 Fall 6; Leadership Award, 01 Win. 2; new accreditation standards, 94 Win. 5; technological changes vs. tradition [Other Voices], 98 Win. 12, 13

Sobering Up in 2001; America’s complex system of higher education is not performing up to its claims (David Laird, Jr.), 01 Win. 6A [Supplement]

Soderquist, Charles: and Charles Schwartz, conflict between [California Notes], 97 Spr. 18

Soka Gakkai International [box] (Anne Roark), 02 Spr. 11

Soka University; Can a tiny Buddhist college succeed in the competitive world of a private higher education? (Anne Roark), 02 Spr. 9–11

Soka University of America, 02 Spr. 9–11

South Carolina’s 37 Steps [box], 98 Win. 15

Southern Illinois University Public Policy Institute, and policy conferences of, 99 Win. 7, 10

The Southern Maine Partnership; University’s education faculty collaborates with nearby schools (Jon Marcus), 99 Fall 1, 4, 5

A Special Roundtable Examines the Challenge of Renewing California’s Historic Commitment to Broad Public Access and Educational Quality, 97 Spr. 7–14 [Supplement]

A Special Roundtable Examines the Public and Private Financing Problems of Higher Education, 96 Fall 1A–8A [Supplement]
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Spellings Commission. See also Commission on the Future of Higher Education

The Spellings Commission Got it Right [Supplement] (Alfredo G. de los Santos Jr.), 06 Fall 6A, 7A

The Spellings Commission Report lacks Vision, Scope and Specificity [Supplement] (Arthur Levine), 06 Fall 4A, 5A

Spellings Commission Report is Long on Practicality but Short on Vision [Supplement] (David W. Breneman), 06 Fall 2A

Spence, David, on: CSU, college preparation for, high school students’ English and Math skills and, 04 Fall 6, 7

Sperling, John, interview with, on: for-profit education, University of Phoenix, 98 Fall 2–4

Sports, college. See also Athletics.

Spurlock, Janie: and Kentucky higher education, pursuit of, 05 Fall 6; Kentucky higher education, reform legislation for, 05 Fall 6

St. John’s College, New Mexico, 99 Spr. 14–16

St. Petersburg College, Florida, and baccalaureate degrees, 03 Win. 6, 7, 10

Stalwarts to the North; Minnesota’s Bemidji State University, 99 Win. 8, 9

A “Stampede Effect” in UC Enrollment [box] (William Trombley), 95 Win. 6

standardized testing: data, use of [Other Voices], 04 Fall 13, 14; and educational reform, role in [Other Voices], 01 Spr. 12; and high school, 96 Spr. 1, 6, 20; on, 03 Fall 10–11; SAT, use by College Board and UC, 04 Spr. 12, 13 [Other Voices]
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